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Beaumont Memorial Library
To Undergo Major Renovation

west on each floor. The pre· among the special collecA $1.5 million renovation
sent entrance will be altered tions. Complete comof Beaumont Memorial
slightly, with a new stone
puterization of the library
Library will begin May 10,
front and courtyard.
will be a special feature
resulting in a modern facility to provide library
when it re-opens for use in
The second-floor stack
resources well into the 21st
the summer of 1990. All
area will be completely
holdings will be accessible by
century.
open, with no partitions. A
computer within five years.
"The location in the main
student will be able to
campus quadrangle is ideal;'
In the interim, the admove down the main street
said President David Burks,
ministration
auditorium will
from west to east and follow
"but anotl1er addition to the
be used as a temporary
the Dewey decimal system
present facility is just not
library. "Although the
numerically so that exact
suitable for a good library at
auditorium cannot provide
location of a book will be
a quality university:' The
the desired convenience,
simplified. A centrallystructure has already had
located stairway will provide faculty and students have
three additions.
assured us of their cooperaaccess to the second floor
To provide a structure that
tion while we expand to
and an elevator is available
Head Librarian Winnie Bell is surrounded by books and boxes as Harding can grow with, the
meet the'needs. of the
for the handicapped.
the moving process begins. The temporary library will be in the Ad- facility will be "practically
future:' Burks said.
ministration Auditorium during renovation of Beaumont Memorial gutted:' New ceilings with
Reference rooms, offices,
Library.
Harding utilized the serair conditioning vents and a card catalogs and special
collections will be on the
vices of Dr. David Kaser,
new roof are essential.
a nationally-known library
first floor. A collection of
The renovated facility will
consultant,
to help with
Dr.
George
S.
Benson's
be two-story with a main
plans for the new facility.
papers will be housed
street running east and
difficult work, but different
University Honors, a new
work than that which is
program for students with
done in the other sections."
exceptional learning skills,
Students who qualify
will begin at Harding in
must make application for
August. Designed to attract,
the program. Applicants will
stimulate and educate
be screened by the program
talented students, the prodirector and the Honors
gram will be limited to
18-20 students in its first
Council. Specific criteria for
admission are still being
year.
considered.
A variety of honors proTwo general education
grams are being adhonors courses will be ofministered at colleges and
fered during the program's
universities throughout the
first semester this fall.
United States, involving
English 151, a substitute for
general education courses,
English 103, is a new
upper-level major subjects
and/or interdisciplinary sub- course entitled "Introduction
to Honors:' The course,
jects. Harding's program will
be limited, at least initially, to taught by Long, will involve
a variety of communication
general education courses.
skills and a general orientaAll courses approved for
tion to the honors program.
the program will include a
The second course for
major writing component.
fall, Bible 112 will be the
In particular, the honors
same course and number of
program will "encourage
students to develop high in- credit hours which that
course title traditionally intellectual standards, includes. The honors section
dependent thought, logical
analysis and insight into the will focus on a different
teaching concept and colnature of knowledge, while
laborative
learning, with
building their faith in God:'
more oral exchange bet"Harding has a large
ween students and the
number of applicants who
teacher.
score high on the ACT.
While University Honors
These students need to be
will initially affect only eight
challenged with higher
courses (two each semester
thinking skills," said Dr.
during the first four
Larry Long, director of the
semesters), the potential for
program'. "The honors proenlarging the program into
gram will not require of
':4n Easter Eggstravaganza," featuring Kirei, Shantih, Chi Alpha Rho, OEGE, Alpha Gamma Omega,
(continued on page 2)
King's Men and Knights, is the Sweepstakes winner of Spring Sing '89.
them more work or more

Program for Honors Students
Slated to Begin in Fall
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Heritage Auditorium, Lobby and Tower
Scheduled for Remodeling in May

From the
President

The American Heritage
Center, built in 1965, will
undergo major renovation of
the lobby, auditorium and
tower sections, beginning
May 15.
Changes in the facility are
intended to provide opportunity for Harding to expand its conference services
and to make additional administrative office space
available, according to President David Burks.
The $1 million project
will include revision of the
front canopy and installation of a carpet-type floor
surface at the entrance. New
ceiling, carpet and furnishings will upgrade the
lobby, with airlocks on the
front and side doors.
The auditorium will be
refurbished with new carpet
and curtains, improved
lighting, recovered seats and
acoustical tile on the walls.
Offices for public relations,
development, the vice president for finance and staff
personnel will be housed on
the second floor. Student
Affairs will move into the
present development office
location.
The third and fourth
levels of the tower will
house the conference
center. An American Studies
Institute conference director's office, two conference
rooms and a break room
will provide facilities to host
seminars on a wide variety
of topics to nationwide audiences. "We will continue
our present work in church
leadership, educational
seminars, business-related
and citizenship-related programs;' Burks said.
Thirteen hotel rooms on
the third floor and 26
rooms on the fourth floor
will get a facelift - paint-

David Burks

I'Create in me' a pure heart,oh God;' served as
the theme for the fi rst combined men's and
women's, student lectureship conducted on the Harding ,CampllS February. 19-22. It was really a very
worthwhile and special event on our campus. Complet~ly ,student ergaflized and wndlJcted, this lectureship att racted large audiences to hear keynote
lessons from Andy Olree., Robert Chambers, Bryan
Martin, Brent Abney and John Barton. The entire
student lectureship was based on Psalm 51, and it
really helped make an impact on campus for those
things which are eternal alld spirituaJ and lasting. I
have said over and 'over again that we have some
oJ the finest student leaders on om campus this
year to be fOW1d anywhere.
Our receptions for prospective stueents, alumni,
parents and friends amund the Gountry continue to
be well received. We are grateful for your support.
Our reception in Dallas on Feb. 16 was attended by
about 300 people. They were very enthusiastic, and
T believe this program is extremely helpful to us in
gett.ing our message out to a wide number of peopJe. We will conduct 24 of these meetings during
this school year. Please attend it one is in your
area.
I am also pleased to report the pledge of
$100,000 from an individual to help us put in a
new track and stands on the north side of the
athletic field . This gift came as a result of efferts
put forth through the members of [he Athleti~
Department and the Bison Booster Club. It wUl be
extremely helpful to us.
Plans to completely renovate Beaumont Memorial
Library as weU as the American He.ritage Center are
coming along nicely. These should be ready for bidding by the end of this semester and work will
begin this summer on both pr0jects.
While enrollment prospects for this faU look very
good, please continue to enceurage yaung men and
women ta consider Harding for their <;ol.lege education. Your encouragement might just make the differenCe for them in deciding to ,attend Harding.
Thafl ks so much for your helJi>fulness in so many
different ways.

I1L~b.~

the exterior appearance of
the American Heritage
Center, but additional
changes in the exterior will
be made only as funds are
available.
Burks expects the entire
project to be completed by
Nov. 1.

ing, carpeting and new furnishings. When not in use
for conferences, "we hope
alumni, parents and friends
will want to use the hotel
rooms when they visit campus;' Burks said.
The new canopy and two
flag poles will slightly alter

University Honors.

• •

(continued from page 1)
upper level courses has
already been considered.
"Any honors program must
be adapted to the unique
situation of the individual
university involved;' Long
said. "We will continue to
evaluate our needs for the
future."
"The establishment of the
University Honors Program
at Harding represents a
significant commitment by
the administration to support academics," Long explained. "The increased instructional budget over the
long term has also required
a significant financial
commitment from the
administration:'
The program's influence is
expected to span the entire
university, as honors

students enroll in the
regular curriculum for their
remaining lOa-pius credit
hours.
Affiliation with the
Southern Regional Honors
Council and the National
Honors Council will provide
workshops, presentations
and association with other
honors programs throughout
the nation.
University Honors is
under the supervision of the
Vice President for Academic
Affairs. Long will oversee
the program and assist with
honors student advisement
and record maintenance.
Honors Council members
are James W. Carr, Ray
Muncy, Paul Pollard, Pat
Garner, Bob McKelvain and
Don England,

-Heutlmg1tniver~lLg
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Yes, I want to be a charter member of the 1989 Century Club
Type of Membership
__ Century Member ($100 or more)
__ Heritage Member ($500 or more)
__ University Member ($250 or more)
__ Presidential Member
($1000 or more)
Name

Class _ _ _ __

Address
City, State and Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __
__ One gift enclosed $
__ I wish to pledge $

Postdated checks enclosed totaling $ _ __
__

Monthly

__ Quarterly to the Century Club

__ My employer has a matching gift program. I am enclosing matching gift form.
__ I wish to initiate a Bank Draft. Please send information.

Please make checks payable to: The Annual Fund
The Century CLub is based on the calendar
Harding University
Box 941, Station A
year; therefore all pledges must be paid by
December 31.
Searcy, AR 72143

Dr. George S. Benson (right) accepts a Century Club plaque from
President David Burks. Any gift of $100 or more during 1989
qualifies the donor for charter membership in the Century Club.
f~~~~~...... ~~.>iOl:,;:..=~IiI.:..~,:.l""
~.._.·.. . :;.~,~.:o~~
___'_'_
~e<=_~___,..;:::::_.......__
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"Acts: The Spreading Flame" is the theme for the
66th annual Bible Lectureship Oct. 1-4.
"We are really excited about the evangelistic
theme;' said Dr. Phil Slate, dean of the College of
Bible and Religion. "It is the logical follow-up to
last year's emphasis on the lifestyle of Jesus from
the gospel of Mark:'
The lectures will follow the same format as in recent years, with three theme lectures, three class
periods, a chapel lecture and an evening worship
service each day. Special singing by Good News,
the Harding Academy Chorus, the Harding University Chorus and the University Concert Choir will
precede evening worship sessions.
Speakers for theme, chapel and evening lectures
will include Prentice Meador, Jr., Phil Slate, Neale
Pryor, Rick Atchley, Rick Oster, Mike Cope, Evertt
Huffard, Jimmy Allen, Ken Durham and Jim
McGuiggian.
Classes will be taught by Jack Lewis, Meador,
Oster, Bobby Parks, Louine Woodroof, Charles
Hodge, Jackie Smith, Huffard, Tommy South, Tom
Alexander, Pat Slate, Jimmy Jividen, Greely
Kirkpatrick, Hugo McCord, Jeff Gardner, Virgil Trout
and Bill Pratt.
Participants who attend all theme and chapel lectures, exposition classes and evening lectures will
get a complete overview of the book of Acts. A lectureship book with manuscripts of lectures and
classes, opening with an introduction to Acts by
Jack Lewis, will be available for purchase.
The annual lectureship will open with the evening lecture on Sunday, Oct. 1. The closing session
will be the evening worship on Wednesday, Oct. 4.

Beliech

Beliech and Dillard Join University Staff;
Dean Downing Moves to School ofEducation
Two Harding graduates
have joined the university
staff in the areas of student
affairs and recruiting.
Stephen Beliech, a 1980
graduate who earned the
master's degree in August
and worked with the Student Association during the
fall semester, has been
named Assistant Dean of
Students.
Glenn Lee Dillard, who
received the B.B.A. in 1984,
has joined the Admissions
Services staff as an advisor.
He will be responsible for
student recruiting in Texas,
Florida and Pulaski County
in Arkansas.
Beliech was employed as
a reporter for both KWCKKSER and KAPZ radio stations in Searcy and as a
counselor at Camp
Wyldewood before beginning graduate studies. He
will be involved throughout
the summer with Student
Impact, a welcomingorientation program for in-
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Campus Notes

Dr. Wade Bedwell
Education) attended the
Special
Education
Personnel
Development
Council
(SEPDC) - . a
constituency body meeting
of the Arkansas Department
of Education in February.
He is a member of the
Evaluation Task Force.
Bedwell and his son,
Mike, a 1981 Harding
graduate, recently published
a book entitled Developing
Children.

ternationally recognized printmaker and educator, was the
juror.
Doran's fiber work, entitled
"Rainbow Parasol;' was one of
12 selected from the 299 entries in the contest sponsored
by Ouachita Baptist and
Henderson State Universities
through the Joint Educational
Consortium of Arkadelphia.

***

Beth Wilson and
Sharen Crockett (Home
Economics) were presented
copies of a major report
concerning America's
children at a conference
with Arkansas Governor Bill
Clinton at Arkansas
Children's Hospital in Little
Rock. Attendance at the National Governors' Association presentation of the Task
Force on Children report

Dr. Faye Doran (Art)
received honorable mention
and a
$100
award in
the '~rk
ansas Art,
1989"
competition. Rudy Possatti, distinguished professor of art at
Indiana University and an in-

***

Downing

Dillard

was by special invitation.
The title of the report was
'~merica in Transition the International Frontier."
***
Jack Shock (Communication) was one of four advis0:
ers who
conducted a
workshop
for the
Alabama
Scholastic
Press Association at Tuscaloosa Feb. 24-25. More than
600 high school students attended the seminar. Shock,
student publications adviser
at Harding, has taught summer workshops for several
years for the Scholastic
Press Association.
***
Henry Terrill (Library)
received a Catherine Reynolds
-gut grant for
1989. The
award
grants are
given annually to
docu-

coming students. A Florida
native, he is the son of Mrs.
Mamie Beliech of Pensacola.
While a student, he was a
member of Chi Sigma Alpha
social club.
Dillard was employed
with Roussel & Associates
insurance agency since
1986. Earlier he worked in
Little Rock and Fort Worth.
He is the son of Jack and
Marjorie Lee Dillard of
Tempe, Ariz., and is married to the former Susan
Wright, a 1986 graduate of
Harding.

***

Dr. Maribeth Downing,
associate dean of students
since 1974, has resigned
that position to become an
associate professor in the
School of Education.
In her new position,
Downing will teach all sections of Human Growth and
Development and will
supervise elementary student teachers and field experiences. Her new responments librarians for travel
and/or study in the field of
documents librarianship or an
area of study that will directly
benefit their performance as a
documents librarian.
Terrill used the grant to
attend a meeting of the
Government Printing Office
Depository Library Council
in Pittsburgh in March.

***

Dr.! Bobby Coker (Education) has been elected to a
three-year
term on
the Board
of Directors of
the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education (AACTE).
Coker was elected by collegiate administrators and
faculty in the South.
A past president of the
Arkansas Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
Coker has been a leader in the
state's education reform movement. AACTE is a national,
voluntary professional association committed to the improvement of teacher education. The more than 700 institutional members graduate
85 percent of new public
school teachers in the United
States and its territories.

sibilities will begin in
August.
"We are pleased to have
someone with Downing's
background and training in
human behavior and
developmental psychology
to teach these courses;' said
Dr. Bobby Coker, dean of
the School of Education.
Downing has five years'
experience in teaching at
Harding Academy of Memphis and Wood County
Public Schools in
Parkersburg, W. Va. She
completed the B.A. in
elementary education at
Harding in 1967, the M.Ed.
and Ed.S. at Northeast Louisiana University and the
Ph.D. in Community and
Human Resources at the
University of Nebraska. She
will upgrade her teaching
skills through elementary
education courses this
summer.
A new associate dean of
students has not been
selected.

Rebecca O. Weaver
(Communication) has received
an appointment in a
national
communication
organization. Weaver will serve
throughout 1989 in the National Academy of Preprofessional Programs in Communication Sciences and
Disorders.
As chair, Weaver will also
serve on the executive
board of the NAPP. She will
attend the executive board
conferences and the national meeting in Tampa,
Fla.

***
Dr. Charles Pittman,
professor of English, will as- _.
sume responsibility for
the writ>ing lab in
the English department, beginning with
the 1989-90 school year.
Dr. Larry Long has relinquished that position to
direct the University Honors
program.
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egratlng a
For almost two years, the
phrase "integrating faith, learn~
ing and living" has been com~
monplace at Harding University.
As the theme of Dr. David
Burks' .administration, the phrase
summarizes Harding's educational mission.
Evidence that the theme is
more than mere words can be
seen in the lives of many faculty
and students who spend four to
six weeks each summer in
evangelistic campaigns. Their
- commitment to Harding and
Christian education is but a
reflection of an even greater
commitment to God which
manifests itself in concern for
others.
Twenty faculty members will
lead campaigns to 13 countries
this summer. Others will assist
in recruiting and preparing
students for campaigns in the
northwest, northeast and
southeast regions of the United
States.
'
A great deal of time, planning
and work go into campaign
prepar~tion. Students must be
recruited, funds must be raised,
travel plans must be made and
churches must be contacteGl. for
the campaign to run smoothly.
In many cases, language barriers
must be dealt with prior to the
campaigns.
Tom Eddins, associate professor of Bible, sees three
positive results of the campaigns:
1) they provide an evangelistic
outreach to the communities for the local
congregation;
2) they strengthen the local
congregation through the
assistance of other Christians; and
3) they provide a valuable
learning experience for the
campaigners themselves.
Eddins and his wife, Melody,
work with campus ministers
Dwight and Barby Smith in the
campaigns i!1 Australia. Nicky
Boyd, assistant professor of
health, physical education and
recreation, and Scott Stovall,
assistant professor of accounting,
also work in Australian
campaigns.
The personal impact of the
campaign experience is echoed
by Bob Corbin, professor of
health, physical education and
recreation, who has been to Italy
three times and to Scotland and
England once. "Working with the
American missionaries has had a
big impact on my life. They are
some of the hardest working
people I've ever been around:'
Rusty McAlister, a senior from
Elizabethtown, Ky., was im• pressed with the need in
4 - HARDING UNIVERSllY BULLETIN
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Helen Lambert, associate professor of nursing, cuddles the native children of Panama
during a medical mission in the summer of 1986.

Scotland. "It gave me a better
idea of how much the Word was
needed. I never knew churches
were needed in such a bad way.
There were only 50 churches in
Scotland, and they were small:'
International campaigns to
Scotland, England, Italy and
Australia have been directed by
Don Shackelford, professor of Bible, for 10 years. Approximately
80 students have participated
each year. Bobby Parks, assistant
director of Harding's School of
Biblical Studies, and James
Mackey, professor of physical
science, will lead campaigns to
England, and Ed Sanders,
associate professor of Bible, will
work in Scotland this summer.
Vice President Neale Pryor,
professor of Bible, Ted Lloyd,
professor of health, physical
education and recreation, and
Director of Housing Ike Hamilton
and his wife, Anita, will spend
much of the summer in campaigns in South Africa.
Monte Cox, missionary to
Kenya and visiting professor of
missions for 1988-89, will lead a
campaign in Kenya this summer.
Cox and his wife, Beth, spent six
years in Eldoret, Kenya, with a
missions team. The campaign
will enhance the missionaries'
efforts in the 35 congregations
that were established during that
period. The Coxes will remain in
Kenya to resume their mission
work following the campaign.
Jill Smith, a sophomore from
Searcy, will go with the group to
Kenya June 28 to Aug. 10. They
will spend three weeks in campaigns in English-speaking
Nairobi, and three weeks in Tanzania and Uganda, surveying for
possible mission locations. "My
hope is that this mission will
help to reveal the plan of future
service that God has for me;'
she said.
Campaigns to Germany will involve Jack McKinney, associate
professor of Bible, and Fred

Jewell, professor of history.
Other campaigns will involve
Ron Doran, associate professor of
biology, and Faye Doran, professor of art, in Bolivia; Van Tate,
professor of Bible, and his wife,
Jean, in Ghana; Will Ed Warren,
associate professor of Bible, in
Singapore; Ava Conley, associate
professor of Spanish, in
'':;> .
Venezuela; and L. V. Pfeifer,
associate professor of Bible, in
Guyana.
Ross Cochran, instructor in Bible, serves as faculty sponsor for
Campaigns Northwest. In this
role, he encourages students to
assist with campaigns in
Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Wyoming and Montana. Northeast/Southeast Campaigns
recruits Harding students, under
the direction of Owen D.
Olbricht, a 1954 Harding alumnus. More than 100 students
from six Christian colleges will
work in New York, Pennsylvania,
Georgia and Ohio for 12 weeks
in these campaigns.
Don England, distinguished
professor of chemistry, will accompany area doctors and
nurses on a medical mission to
Jamaica this summer. Harding
students will also join that effort.
Summer campaigns, nationally
and internationally, call for cam-

•

,

paigners to raise $250 to $3,000,
depending on where they are going and for how long. Family,
friends and hometown congregations contribute to the funds. A
large number of Harding's faculty
and staff, who cannot go on the
campaigns themselves, contribute toward the expenses of
faculty and students who
participate.
"Fundraising for an
evangelistic campaign reflects the
campaigner's commitment to the
work because raising money is
not easy;' said Dwight Smith. "It
is even more difficult if your
home congregation is in Searcy
because there are so many
demands on the churches'
resources from Harding students

and faculty
paigns:'
During a r
Harding in 0
Olbricht note
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Congregations in ]
Mission Opportunities for Vocational Evangelism (MOVE) is a
network which encourages Harding students to prepare for vocational missions in areas of the
United States where churches
are small. Still in its
developmental stages, the program is receiving enthusiastic
response from congregations
throughout the northern tier of
the United States.
Dr. Van Tate, director of MIS~
SION/PREPARE, is coordinator
for the network. "We are receiving daily responses to our letter
explaining the program. These
letters and phone calls are expressing encouragement for the
program and a desire to participate;' he said.
Letters and brochures describing the network were mailed to
800 churches in the northern
United States, from Maine to the
West Coast. "We consider our
target to be outside the Bible
Belt;' Tate said. Responses have
come from Virginia, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Connecticut,
Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota,

Idaho, New Yc
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The Australian campaign team gathers for their daily morning devotional in a member's home i
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and faculty who go on campaigns."
During a recruiting visit to
Harding in October, Owen
Olbricht noted the impact which
campaigns have on the lives of
students. "I've noticed that some
workers aren't sure what they'll
do with their lives before they
go on a campaign. But the influence of campaign work helps
to solidify plans of some toward
mission work."
One thing is sure - the integration of faith, learning and
living is solidified in the lives of
faculty and students who give of
their time, efforts and commitment in summer evangelistic
campaigns.

~gations
lities for Voca~OVE:) is a
Jurages Hard)are for vocalreas of the
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• •

At a pier on the Baltic Sea in Sopot, Fbland, members of the a cappella and alumni European campaigns sing and then hand out
literature. As a result, a large number of non-Christians visited church services the next morning and 20 have been baptized.

in Northern United States Respond to MOVE

Idaho, New York and Illinois.
"We are very interested in project MOVE. It is a gratifying feeling to learn of programs to assist
congregations like ours in
spreading God's Word where the
help is needed," came a
response from New Kensington,
Penn. "We are few in number
(20), but I think we can find the
jobs that are needed in this area
of 100,000 people:' said Ken
Davis, minister.
"The MOVE program is an exciting idea;' wrote Bennett Sawey
from South Boston, Va. In the
state's economic center and the
second most populace county in
Virginia, the church has a "bragging number of 30, with a core
of maybe a dozen:' The biggest
obstacle for outsiders moving in
has been "culture shock;' he
added, because "people accustomed to working in large
congregations have difficulty adjusting to the small churches
where everybody must be ready
to do everybody else's work at a
moment's notice."
Bill Jenkins, minister of the

71ing devotional in a member's home in Toowoomba.

community job market, and
students and cooperating
congregations.

"A few students have already
committed to the program and I
believe we will actually place
three or four this spring;' Tate
said. By this time next year, a
training seminar to prepare
students for work in these difficult areas will be a part of the
program for each student
involved.

church in Watertown, Wis.,
responded to MOVE with interest. "We like your program
and would be able to search out
new jobs for any graduate interested in coming here;' he
said. "There are a number of
good jobs available, as new industry is continually moving in.
We are located halfway between
Madison and Milwaukee. We are
eager to get to work with you on
this project:'
Lee Maloney, minister in
Dubuque, Iowa, responded to
Tate's letter. "I would like to congratulate you and Harding
University on coming up with
such an insightfully long-ranged
mission program. I am very excited about what the program
could mean to the hundreds ofsmall churches like the one
here:' Membership there is 45-50
in a town of 62,000:
, "I am glad Harding is pioneering the way for churches to
enlist the help of trained,
'marketplace' Christians to
evangelize the mission fields of

our country," wrote Gareth
Flanery, minister in Manchester,
Conn. "Connecticut Provides
many opportunities for employment and expansion. I consider
it a prime time to incorporate a
program such as MOVE into the
strategy of reaching the lost of
the state and area:'
"Christians in northern
churches have resisted sending
their children to Harding
because they tend to stay in the
South after graduating;' Tate
said. "In the MOVE network,
they send us students and we
send them back, trained for
service:'
Plans for MOVE were formulated last spring and 20 faculty members agreed to work with
contacts they knew personally in
certain areas of the United
States. The program is designed
to serve as a complete network,
with interaction between
students and faculty, Tate and
students, faculty and targeted individuals in the local churches, '
those same individuals with the

"Our plan was to interest this
year's sophomores and juniors in'
the program so that we can
channel them into specific
courses to assist in preparation
for vocational missions during
their junior and senior years;'
Tate explained. "It is essential
that we help them to work
within the framework of a small
church (10-30 members)," he
added.
For students and congregations
in the network, MOVE is mtltually beneficial. Congregations
assist in locating jobs for
gr,aduating students - the
graduate gets a job; the congregation gains a new member.
"Helping fields;' such as social
work, medical positions and
teaching, have opportunities
available in every area of the
United States. Other areas offer
more specific opportunities for
employment, depending on .
markets in the area.
Harding University is buildiRg
the MOVE network to benefit
students who are committed to
vocational missions, and to
benefit congregations who need
additional workers in the local
church. When the network is in
full force, many churches and
students will be the beneficiaries.
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Christian Stewardship
And Estate Planning'

\.,....:"

by William Tucker, attorney
Direaor of Deferred Giving

PROBATE
There seems to be a pre¥ailing notion among the general public fhat probate should be
avoi<ited if at all possible. That is simply not true. Avoiding probate is advisable in some
situations and inadvisable in others. Each situation mu~t be carefully analyzed by a competent professional to ascertain whether or not one's assets should be arranged S0 as to avoid
probate:

PROBATE - WHAT IS m
The word probate comes from a !:.atin werd "probatio" which means proof or to prove.
Originally, in law, probate was the act or process of proving before a judge that a will was
authentic. At the present time, probate is a term used to include the process Qefore 'a probate
judge of: (1) collecting and inventorying all assets, (2) paying debts and taxes, and (3) transferring and distributing the {ernainil1g assets af a dec~ent to the proper persons and other
beneficiaries.
The major purpose of probate is to clear title-to property passing from the decedent to the
beneficiaries named in the decedent's will or those persons entitled to take under the laws of
intestacy. Normally. property that has passed through the probate process will be free of
creditors' claims and taxes.
WHAT PROPEtrrY IS SUBJECf TO PROBATE?
Not all assets are subject to probate. If title is, vested completely in the name of the decedent. the aSset is generally subject to pt0bate. When litle to an asset is not solely in the
name of the decedent, further inquiry must be made in order to determine whether or not
the asset is subject to probate.
When ownership of an asset shifts to another person by operation of law at the decedent's
death , then that asset is generally not subject to probate. For example, assets held in joint
~enancy with rights of survivorship. joint ba'nk accounts, assets held in a funded living trust
and life insurance contracts are not subject to probate administration.
Although an asset may not be includable in the probate estate, it may be included in the
decedent's estate for death tax pOrposes. For example, assets held in jOint tenancy. in joint
bank accounts and in funded revocable living trust's will generally be included in the taxable
estate but not in the probate estate of the decedent. Likewise, death benefits on a life insurance policy on the' deeedenfs, life ;Nill be includable in the decedent's estate for tax purpases but will not be i'ncluded in his or her probate estate .. It is. important t9 keep in mind
thaI avoiding probate does Dol necessarily <lvoid death taxation.
ADVANTAGES OF PROBATE
The major non-tax benefit in planning an estate so that it wm be subject to probate administration is that the benefkiaties will be protected by the court's supervision. This insures
that the 'estate will be properly transferred to those whe are entitled to receive it. A very important income tax benefit of probate is the "stepped up basis:' An asset which is included in
the estate of a d~ede!1t will receive a {lew ineome tax basis equal to the federal estate t~
value of the assets. This advantage can result in avoiding the capital gains tax.
DISADVANTAGES OF PROBATE
There are four maier disadvantages of probate. First, the cost of probate includes such
things as commissions paid to the executor, fees paid to the attorney, court costs, and where
applicable, appraisal fees, tax returns, tax planning fees and sales expenses. Second. probate
is time consuming when compared to alternate methods of transferring fhe decedent's estate.
It will take a period of time after the 'decedent's death before the court appoints someone to
act on behalf of the estate. Thereafter, four to sj~ months must pass berorea partial distribution may be made and it frequently takes one year before final distribution ,can take place.
Third, the -psychological asl>etts on the surviving members of the decedel1t's family may be
prolonged by the leng process of probate. This may not always be an adverse factor but may
help the family release gri'ef in a healthy manner. The fourth disadvantage is (!>ubJ.icity. AU
d0cuments tiled in a probate proeeeding are a matter of public reGord. When probate is
avoided, courl proceedings are not required and therefore publicity is avoided.
METIlODS OF AVOIDING PROBATE
The transfer of ownership of ali a$set without valuable consideration (a gift) is tbe simplest
way of avoiding probate; but if that transfer is to an individual rather than to a public charity, then gift tax consequences must be considered. Another (!ommonly used method of
avoiding probate is joint tenancy. This is an excellent tool for avoiding probate but should
never be done without carefully considering the consequences. There are major estate planning disadvantages to holding title to property in the fotm 01 joint tenancy.
Several oth~r e$tate planning t001~ which res~lt in aveiding probate are the funded
reVocable livinglTust, ipint bank or savings accounts, life insurance contracts, gUc\liJied retirement plans. charitable gift annuities and charitable remainder trusts. Each of these tools are
useful when the estate planning objective is toavdid probate.
There are advantages and disadvantages fo pr:obate. Professicmals in the Deve)opmj3nt Office at Harding would be pleased to work w1th you or your advisors to work through .the
complicated issues in determining whether to plan your estate-so' that it will be subject to
probate or to avoid probat~.. If we eon be of helA please call us toll free at /-800-612-475], or
J-BOO-04s-3792 if you live outside of Arkansas, Dr write usaf Harding Unioe'f$ity. Box 941,
Searcy, Arkim sas 72143.
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One of the nation's leading pitchers in the early season, junior
John Kodatt has posted a 6-0 record and has allowed only six
earned runs in 33 innings of duty.

Facing stellar competition,
the Bison baseball team
opened the early season
with an 8-12 record overall,
5-1 in Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference play.
Coach Steve Smith's
squad has faced perhaps the
strongest non-conference
schedule in school history,
with such opponents as the
University of Southwestern
Louisiana, Memphis State,
Arkansas State and
Arkansas-Little Rock gracing
the slate, USL, which
claimed a three-game sweep
of the Bisons in Lafayette,
La" was ranked 23rd in
NCAA Division I as of press
time.
"Our record is deceiving
when one considers the
caliber of competition we
play," Smith said. "It will
payoff once we get deep
into the conference
schedule. Facing tough
pitching and hitting will only make us a better team."
Despite the overall record,
the Bisons boast one of the
top pitchers in the NAIA in
junior John Kodatt. The
righthander from Hiawasee,
Ga., won his first five games
in succession while going
the distance in each outing.
In 33 innings, he has allowed
only two earned runs
and boasts an incredible
0.54 earned run average
with three shutouts.
"John is undoubtedly one
of the top pitchers in the
conference right now; ' said
Smith. "He has controlled
every game he's thrown.
Our offense has given him
good support, but it's hard
to lose when you allow only
two runs in five complete
games. We're counting on
him to keep up that pace."
Fellow junior right hander
David DePew of Dayton ,
Ohio, is just behind Kodatt.
DePew has a 3-1 record and
leads the team in strikeouts
with 28. He has posted a

respectable 2.59 ERA.
Third baseman Perry Parr
leads the Bison bats. A
senior from North Little
Rock, Ark., Parr has collected 19 hits in 49 appearances at the plate for a
.388 average. He is among
seven Bisons who have one
home run each.

Tennis Update ...
Coach David Elliott's
Bison netters have jumped
out to a 10-2 record with a
relatively young squad. A
talented group of freshmen
have blended well with
several returning veterans to
make ·the Bisons very
competitive.
Heading the list of
newcomers are Mexico
natives Ernesto Tovar, Enrique Valero and Leonardo
Bravo, and South African
Pravesh Mahabeer. All four
have made significant contributions to the Bisons' success thus far.
"I think we've surprised a
few teams;' said Elliott,
whose squad captured second place in the conference last season. "We've
been very fortunate. Our
younger players have
jumped in and shown that
they are for real, and our
juniors and seniors are good
leaders. It should make us
strong when the conference
race begins."
Seniors Ruy Martinez of
Mexico City and Gregg
Barden of Searcy have provided a stable base for the
squad , They receive help
from juniors Todd Gilliam of
Sherwood, Ark., and Richie
Roberts of Shreveport, La.,
and sophomores Kelly
Barden, Lee Mackey and
Keith Olree, all of Searcy.
Freshmen Shawn Kell of
Brownwood, Texas, Hunter
Ray of Monticello, Ark. , and
David Webb of Anchorage,
Alaska, round out the team.
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Camper and James Pace the Bisons
Through a Difficult Basketball Season
A slow start in Arkansas
Intercollegiate Conference
play proved to be too much
for the Bison basketball
team to overcome, eventually keeping them out of the
NAIA District 17 post-season
tournament for the first time
in four years.
Head coach Jess Bucy's
troups played like champs
in the end, however, and
placed two players on the
AII-AIC and District 17
honor squads, while completing the season with a
14-13 record overall, 7-11 in
league action.
"We dug ourselves too
deep in a hole and couldn't
recover," said Bucy. "Injuries
were our biggest problem. It
seemed that we had someone hobbling or ill through
the year:'
No other team in the conference could boast a better
guard tandem than the
Bisons. Junior playmakers
Corey Camper and David
James were consistently
among the AIC's top players
in every department, particularly in scoring.
Camper, a 6-5 native of
Brinkley, Ark., ended the
season as the league's top
scorer with a 22.8-point
average. His 607 points
rank third on the Bisons'
all-time season scoring
leaders, and he ended the
year with 1,458 career
points, fourth best in Harding history. In addition, he
pulled down 203 rebounds
(7.5 average), dished out
100 assists, blocked 100
shots and recorded 35
steals, all team leading
statistics. He shot 53 percent from the field and 72
percent from the free throw
line to enhance his stats.
He improved his stock in
the final six games of the
year when he averaged 30.5
points and 8.3 rebounds
during that stretch. He also
fired a blistering 55 percent
from three-point range over
that period and blocked
nine shots. The Bisons won
five of the six games to end
the year on a high note.
"There's no way one can
measure Corey's value to
our team;' said Bucy. "He
had an All-American year,
especially during those last
six games. He's one of the
-hest we've ever had here:'
Opposing coaches agreed.
"He finished out the year
on a first-team All-American
level;' said Southern Arkan-

sas University's Monroe Ingram, whose team lost to
the Bisons 72-64 but finished second in the AIC
and won the District 17
tournament and an
automatic bid to the NAIA
National Championship.
"I think he's one of the
premier small college
guards in the country. He
does it all; he's a strong rebounder, he dishes out
assists and he shoots a high
percentage for an outside
player. He's just an
outstanding basketball
player," Ingram said.
James actually led the
Bisons in scoring through
much of the year before
Camper caught him with
his season-ending spurt.
The 6-3 St. Louis, Mo.,
native averaged 20.8 points
a game, third best in the
AIC, and scored 562 points.
James paced the Bisons
in field goal (.546) and free
throw (.800) percentage,
ranking among the conference leaders in both stats.
Known before the season
primarily as a defensive
standout, he spent more
time posting up inside,
garnering many of his
points by exploiting the
guards who defended him.
"I've always said that
David was the most underrated player in the conference, but he made
himself known this season;'
said Bucy. "He knew that
he would have to become
more involved in our offense this year, and he
managed to do that without
giving up too much in the
way of percentages:'
Perhaps the biggest
obstacle that faced the
Bisons was the loss of
junior postman Rolando
Garcia, who tried unsuccessfully to return from a
knee injury. Originally
diagnosed as not requiring
corrective surgery, the injury
kept the 6-9 Garcia out of
the early-season lineup,
although he was expected
to return when play resumed following the
Christmas break.
The pain persisted,
however, and it appeared
that Garcia would miss the
remainder of the schedule.
He chose to participate
against Arkansas Tech, but
three minutes of action .
resulted in torn ligament
damage that required
surgery. He was granted a

medical hardship and is expected .back at full strength
next season.
"There's rio way we can
put a measuring stick on
how badly we missed Ro;'
said Bucy. "He was such a
vital part of our offense. I
feel certain we would have
been one of the top teams
in the league with him in
our lineup."
In Garcia's absence, forwards Sean French and Carl
Collins filled in the gaps.
French, a junior from
Bellevue, Neb., and Collins,
a senior from Valley
Springs, Ark., averaged 8.6
and 8.5 points per game,
respectively. Despite his 6-9
frame, French consistently
ranked among the top
three-point shooters in the
AIC with a .478 percentage,
and Collins trailed only
Camper among the Bison
leaders in rebounds and
assists.
Two other seniors played
key roles as reserves. Barry
Thames of St. Louis, Mo.,
spelled Camper and James
at guard, while DeSoto, Mo.,
native Chad Bradley backed
up Collins and French.
Thames averaged six points
a game, while Bradley
chipped in five points each
outing.
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Junior guard Corey Camper maneuvers around Arkansas Tech's
Alan Cozart early in the season. Camper led the AIC in scoring
with a 22.4-point average, and was named AII-AIC and AII-NAIA
All American Honorable Mention.
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Track and Field Stars are All-American
Five Bison and Lady
Bison track and field performers earned All-America
laurels as competitors in the
NAIA National Indoor
Championship, Feb. 25-26
in Kansas City, Mo.
Coach Ted Lloyd's lady
thinclads also placed in two
relays to raise their team
point totals. "It's the first
time five Harding individuals have earned AllAmerica status in one
meet," he said.
"The kids really performed well," said Lloyd.
"It's always tough at nationals. The competition is
always very keen. We're
proud of how our kids did:'
Senior high jumper Te
Howard of Abilene, Texas,
led the way with a second

place finish in the high
jump. The three-time AllAmerican cleared 6-10 and
competed in a seven-man
jump-off to determine the
top spots. Howard narrowly
missed top honors when he
completed the jump-off as
one of the final two
participants.
Sophomore pole vaulter
Jimmy Sloan of West Memphis, Ark., also reaped his
second All-America ribbon
with a fifth place vault of
15-8. Senior shot putter
Olester Bernard of Nassau,
Bahamas, finished sixth
with a 51-0 toss. Fellow
senior Terry Albright of
Houston, Texas, narrowly
missed laurels with a
seventh place performance
of 48-8.

In the women's competition, Cheryl Bednosky and
Letha Stewart became the
first Harding women to be
named All-Americans. Bednosky, a senior from Shelter
Island, N.Y., broke her
school record in the mile
run with a third place time
of 5:08. Stewart, a junior
from Little Rock, leaped
18-3 for sixth place in the
long jump.
The Lady Bisons' two-mile
and distance medley relays
also placed in the top six
but didn't earn All-America
honors because they did not
finish in the top three positions. The two-mile foursome finished fifth, while
the distance medley relay
placed sixth.
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Lady Bisons Finish Season
With Deceiving 8·19 Record
Facing perhaps its most
rigorous schedule in the
program's six-year history,
the Harding University Lady
Bison basketball team
reached new heights in the
1988-89 season with a
blend of veterans and
ne.wcomers.
Head coach Phil Watkins'
team turned in a deceiving
8-19 record that included a
4-12 slate against Arkansas
Intercollegiate Conference
competition. Among the opponents were five teams
that were ranked in the
NAIA top 20, including
NAIA national champion
Southern Nazarene and national semifinalist Arkansas
Tech.
"We knew we would face
a tough road because we .
were having to replace three
starters;' said Watkins. "We
consistently played nine to
10 players every game, trying to find the right mixture. You didn't see any
stars on the court but a
group of girls playing
together as a team:'
That fact was apparent in
the individual scoring column, where no Lady Bison
averaged in double figures
but the five leaders scored
better than 8.5 points a
contest. As many as six
players led the Lady Bisons
in scoring at different times
through the year.
Setting the pace was
junior forward Syrena Burch
of Nashville, Tenn. The 5-11
Burch topped the scorers
with 9.6 points a game and
averaged 5.7 rebounds an
outing. She was closely
followed by guard Carrie
White, a junior college
transfer from Valley Springs,
Ark. White averaged 9.5
points a game and dished
out a team-leading 86
assists.

junior guard Lisa Kirk of
Fayetteville, Ark., at nine
points, junior forw~~d Shannon Tate of Paragould, Ark.,
at 8.9, and senior forward
Julie Roddy of Bradford,
Ark., at 8.5 points per
game. Gina Hudson, a
junior guard from Flippen,
Ark., and a teammate of
White's and Tate's for two
years at North Arkansas
Community College, started
much of the season and
averaged 6.9 points.
Ten of the 19 losses came
at the hands of the highlyranked teams. Of the setbacks, five were by seven
points or less. At different
points in the season, four
AIC squads reached the
NAIA top 20, proving that
the Lady Bisons had their
share of capable opponents.

Bucy to Retire After 1989-90 Season

Men's basketball coach
Jess Bucy, who took over as
head coach of the Bisons in
1969, announced that he
will retire from that position
following the 1989-90
season.
President David Burks
also announced that assistant coach Nicky Boyd will
become Bucy's successor.
The announcements came
at a press conference in Little Rock.
A veteran of 37 years in
the coaching profession,
Bucy has directed the
Bisons for 20 seasons. Since
taking the Harding reins, he
has posted a record of
247-312 and has coached
six All-Americans. His
1986-87 squad captured the
NAIA District 17 title and
particiapted in the NAIA
National Championship in
Kansas City, Mo.
"This has not been a hasty decision. I've been planning it for about two years
Right behind them were
now," he said. "I told (my
wife) Sue that I would like
to see this class that is now
juniors graduate, then get
out and be a family man. I
have not been able to be
that to my satisfaction for
37 years. My family is
highly supportive of the
decision."
Boyd, who has served
under Bucy for five seasons,
said that he plans to continue to seek out players
who have strong academic,
...
as well as athletic,
backgrounds.
"We will continue to get
players who will graduate. I
(\ think that one of the most
. -'impressive honors deserved
by Coach Bucy is his
Newcomer Carrie White made
players have graduated;'
a significant contributioTil to the
Boyd said. Only two players
Lady Bisons.
r

INTERCOLLEGIATE HALL OF FAME (I to r, front) Cliff Clark, John Prock, Edd Eason, Reba Berryhill
(for her husband; "Pinky,,}, Joseph E. Pryor, Ronnie Peacock, Ned Boaz; (back) Tom Ed Gooden;
Steve Smith, Ted Lloyd, Clifton L. Ganus Jr., "Butch" Gardner, Stan Eckwood and "Preacher" Roe.
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Bucy

Boyd

who have completed their
eligibility in Bucy's two
decades at the helm have
failed to graduate.
Bucy came to Harding
after a long and successful
career at the high school
level. In 15 seasons at his
hometown of Rector, Bucy's
squads won 306 games and
13 county titles. His 1956
and 1959 teams finished as
runners-up in the state
basketball tournaments. He
was selected as an Arkansas
High School All-Star coach
in 1964 and 1966.
The 58-year-old Bucy is a
graduate of Arkansas State
University, where he earned
both the bachelor's and
master's degrees. He played
professional baseball in the
Detroit Tigers organization
before beginning his
coaching career in Oak
Grove.
A professor of health,
physical education and
recreation, Bucy will remain
on the teaching faculty
following the retirement, according to President Burks.
"The decision was made
with an asterisk, pending
my being able to stay on
the faculty;' Bucy told the
press. "I told Dr. Burks
about two months ago (in
January) that I'd like to stay,

and he agreed. I don't know
how long that will be. I'm
not too far from retirement:'
Boyd, who graduated from
Henderson State in 1969
and holds the master's
degree from the University
of Arkansas, said he plans
to have an up-tempo game,
but his main concern is the
upcoming season. "I hope
next year is the best there's
ever been at Harding. The
1989-90 season is my focus
now. I'm not worried about
1990-91 - that's down the
road," he said.
Much of Bucy's decision
was based on the return of
several key outstanding
players for next season, he
said.
"With Corey Camper and
David James back and
Rolando Garcia coming back
(from knee surgery), we
should be much stronger. In

a way, I guess I'm a little
selfish. I hope to go out
with a good year:'
Boyd also came to Harding after a sterling high
school coaching career. He
coached at Harding
Academy from 1982-84,
leading it to a 36-8 record
and a District 5A title in
1984.
A native of North Little
Rock, Ark., Boyd began his
career at Arkadelphia (Ark.)
High School, where he
served from 1969-71. From
1971 to 1976 he coached at
Cabot (Ark.) High School
and was named Region 6AA
Coach of the Year in 1975
and 1976. He entered
educational administration
from 1976-82, serving as
principal of Cabot Junior
High School before going to
Harding Academy. Overall,
his teams compiled a
169-52 record.
Dr. Burks handed out accolades for both men.
"Coach Bucy is highly
respected, not only on the
Harding campus, but
throughout the state and nation as a man of integrity.
He has made a significant
contribution to our campus.
I also have the utmost confidence in Nicky's ability to
lead our program. He has a
great deal of basketball
knowledge:'
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Class of

'28

~aurine Rhodes Kingsley (HA) is a
retired teacher who does volunteer work
,:,ith World Bible School. Her husband J. C.
(36), retired from Pendleton Woolen Mill
in 1978. They reside at 3761 Oriole Drive,
Pocatello, Idaho 83201.

Class of

'30

Etta Belle Jarmon Chandler is retired
from the staff of Lubbock Christian University. She teaches a Wednesday ladies' Bible
class and serves as church librarian. She
resides at Route 2. Box 544, EI Dorado,
Ark. 71730.
***
loyd L. Smith (SA) has published a
biography of 109 gospel preachers, entitled
Gospel Preachers of Yesteryear. A retired
preacher, he and his wife, the former
~a Peebles ('60), taught briefly in
KakInada School of Preaching in Indian and
have made two missionary journeys around
the world. The Smiths' address is P.O. Box
384, Allen, Texas 75002.

.'

Class of

'31

Bertha Benson Hayes (BA) is a retired
educator. She is a volunteer "pink lady" for
~he Seiling Municipal Hospital Auxilary and
IS a member of the executive board of New
Horizons Community Counseling and Mental Health Services. Inc. She received New
Horizon's Outstanding Service Award in
1985 and was inducted that same year into
Dewey County Historical Society Hall of
Fame. Her husband , Gene (34), is a retired
gospel preacher and self-employed rancher.
They reside at Route I, Box 98, Canton,
Okla. 73724.

•••

John H. Banister is a semi-retired
gospel preacher. He has preached for 61
years, in 40 U.S. states and 15 foreign countries. He and" his wife, Marybel. live at 6119
Woodcrest, Dallas, Texas 75214.

Ruth Maple Jones is retired. She
resides at 2715 Saddle Drive Durham NC
27712.
"
..

Class of

'32

E. Harlan Moss is retired. He and his
wife, Rose Marie, live at 3245 N.w. 17th,
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73107.

Class of

'34

Jasper H. Gardner (BA) is living in
Searcy and is retired . His wife, Alta, is a
nurse's aide at Leisure Lodge Nursing
Home. Their address is 907 Randall Searcy
72143.
'
,
***
Geraldine Rhodes Baird (BA) is a
homemaker. Her husband. O.P. (SA '36),
serves as minister for the Church of Christ
in Letona, Ark. They reside at 2 Fernhill
Place, Searcy, 72143.

Class of

'35

Eva ~ Bradley CraIle (BA) is retired,
but. contInu.es to be involved in community
affaIrs, servIng on the board of directors of
the AM/PM Child Care Center. She is also
on the committee to raise $1 million for the
Radiation Therapy Institute in Harrison
Ark. Mrs. Cralle lives at 107 South Oak
Street, Harrison, 72601.
***

William Durden Stough (BA) is retired.
He resides at 3944 Oak Avenue, Montgomery, Ala. 36109.
***

Sam Durrance
(BA) is retired chairman of the department of music at Gaston College, Dallas,
N.C. He conducts music workshops for the
Churches of Christ
worldwide. His wife
Dorothy, is retired '
from the U.S. Department of Health, Educa-

tion and Welfare. Their address is Route 6
Box 248, Gastonia, N.C. 28052.
'
***
Nathan H. Cleek (BA) is retired. His
wile, the former Montein McClaren (,36),
is a retired public school teacher. She was
inducted into the NEA New Mexico
Southwest District Hall of Fame in 1981.
Their address is 2200 Turrentine Drive, Las
Cruces, N.M. 88005.
***
~artha Starnes Shanklin (BA) is
retired from teaclling English. She is a
member of Delta Kappa Gamma, an international society for women teachers, and
serves on the state legislative board for
retired teachers. Her husband, Varon , is a
retired vocational teacher. They make their
home at 331 Evergreen Street, Dresden,
Tenn. 38225.
***
Ira T. Hester is a retired farmer, rancher, banker and city employee. He served
as mayor of Haskell. Texas, and president of
the Chamber of Commerce, twice. He and
his wife, Eva, reside at 1307 North Avenue
G, Haskell, 79521.

Class of

'36

J~.es H. Frazee (BA) is an attorney in
l:<>Ulsvllle, Ky. He and his wife, Josephine,
!tve at 2116 Winston Avenue, Louisville
40205.
'
***
~lorri~deen Wakenight Lyle (BA) is a
retired high school business education
teacher. She resides at 712 Crestwood, Benton, Ark. 72015.
***
Dona Pursley Cornntt (SA) is retired.
She served the Pampa (Texas) Chamber of
Commerce as director for three years. Her
address is 1330 Duncan, Pampa Texas
79065.
'

~~~~U~U¥-----
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Class of '36 (Con'd.)
Cyril R. Hendricks (BA) is a public administrator in Pemiscot County, Mo. He
lives at 514 Highway U, Caruthersville,
63830.

Class of

'37

Anita Dunn Reeves is a homemaker.
She resides at 1616 Oak Lane, Georgetown,
Texas 78628.
***
Virginia L. Hudkins is retired from
Trans World Airlines. She lives at 2505 N.E.
60th Street, Kansas City, Mo. 64118.
** *
Bobbie Jamison Owens retired after
teaching school for 39 years. Her husband,
Brodie ('38), owns and operates a farm.
The couple resides at 1101 Walnut,
Jonesboro, Ark. 72401.

Class of

'38

Ruby Davis Williams (BA) has retired
after teaching 30 years in the Searcy Public
Schools. Her husband, James (,43), is also
retired. They reside at 808 Merritl Street,
Searcy, 72 143.
***
Ama lou Murphree Johnson (BA) is a
retired high school Leacher. She writes a
column for the local paper and is in charge
of publicity for the local alumni association.
Her address is Route I, Box 158, Granite,
Okla. 73547.
***
Inez Davis Roberts (BA) is retired from
elementary school teaching. Her husband,
l£lc (SA '41 ), is a relired high school
Leacher. They live at 516 While Avenue.
Live Oak, Fla. 32060.

Class of

N

<

'39

Vance E. Greenway, Sr. is retired from
the postal service and the Children'S
Homes, Inc., of Paragould, Ark. His wife,
the former Bernelle Anderson (BA '38),
is a retired school teacher. Their address is
515 West Hunt Street, Paragould, 72450.
***
G. L. Mann serves as assistant minister
for the Church of Christ, Hamilton, Ala. He
preached his first sermon at Hamilton in
February, 1936. On February 16, 1986 he
returned to the same congregation and
delivered his 50th anniversary sermon. A

•

dinner was given in his honor and he was
presented a plaque in appreciation of 50
years of preaching the gospel. His wHe,
Ruby, is a retired nurse. Th.ey reside at
Route 3, Box 29, Hamilton, 35570.
***
J. Fletcher Floyd (BA) is a retired U.S.
Air Force lieutenant colonel. He received
Lhe Legion of Merit for actions during the
Berlin Crisis (1962). He has published a
book of children's songs, a book of original
hymns, Hymns for Him, and an operetta
based on the life of Paul. Other publications
include Magnificent Confession, The Morning Star and Thy Kingdom Come. He and
his wife, Mary Ellen, live at 1007 East
Woodruff Road, North Little Rock, Ark.
721 16.
***
Rosemyer Coleman Dempsey is
retired from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture. Her husband, Jene, is a retired
assistant hospital administrator and pharmacist. Their address is Box 297,
Brookhaven, Miss. 39601.
***
lewis V. Mock is retired. His wife, Jo
Ann , is educational director of Headslart fOT
Randolph, Lawrence and Clay counties. The
couple resides at 101 North Main, Box 83,
Biggers, Ark. 724 13.

Class of

'40

W. Houston ltin (BA) is retired trom
Texaco, Inc. as senior analyst/wage and
evaluation. He and his wife, the former
Dorothy Hinds ('43). reside at 3138 Tenth
Street. Port Arthur. Texas 77642.
***
W. DougJass Harris (SA) has preached
the gospel for more than 50 years. He is a
former associate editor of the Cwibbean
Evangelisl and now serves as editor of the
Caribbean Messenger. He taught New Testament Greek in the Alabama Christian
School of Religion, Montgomery, for 25
years and was awarded a pin by Decatur
General Hospital, Decatur, Ala., for
volunteer work. His wife, lhe former
Margaret Copeland (SA '60), is a retired
teacher. The couple resides aL 1613 19th
Avenue S.w., Decatur, 35601.

Class of

'41

J. Hale MiJle.r (SA.) is a retired math
teacher and serves as parL-time minister far
the Church of Christ. He also works for
Max Miller Construction Co. as a finish
carpenter. He is married to the former
Theta Harkleroad (,43), who is a relired
kindergarten teacher. They make their

home at 3159 North Linda Vista, Boise,
Idaho 83704.
***

M.a urice R. Hinds (SA) is retired from a
prin ting firm. He is married to the former

Marguerite Crum (,43), who is retired
from Flori da State University, where she
was collections administrator. The couple
lives at 2 Sikadeer Drive, lhllahassee, Fla.
32304.

Class of

'42

Robert W. Anthony (SA) is a retired
educator and is a part-time land developer
in Conway. Ark. He and his wife, Christine,
live at Route 1, 9 L-A Road, Conway, 72032.

•••

Robert E. "Bill" Harris (SA) is reti red
from the Missouri Pacific Railroad, St. Louis,
Mo. He and his wife, Lucille, reside at 17
Beachwood, Cabot, Ark. 72023.

•••

Marie Clay Yingling (SA) is retired,
but does substi tute teaching. Her husband,
James (,49), is also reti red. They make
their home at 709 North Maple, Searcy,
72143.

•••

Wilma Christine Bailey Harris was an
elementary leacher for more than 25 years.
She is retired bUl does substitute teaching.
Her husband, Ernest, works for Plaza Dry
Cleaners. Thei r address is 622 East Cherry
Avenue, Flagstaff, Ariz. 86001.
***
Jane Schales Osborn is retired from
school teaching. She has received two certificates for work with senior citizens. She
resides at 7270 Summer Avenue, Memphis,
Tenn. 38133.
***
Glendene Barrett Benn retired after 30
years' service with Southern Bell Telephone
& Telegraph Co. She is a member of the
Salvatian Army Au xiliary and a volunteer
for John L. McClellan hospitals. She is also
a member of the North Little Rock Women's
Club. Her husband, Louis, is retired and
they live at 333 Alanbrook East, Sherwood,
Ark. 7211 6.
***
Harold W. Pinkston is reti red from the
Presbyterian Hospital, where he was
business manager. He is self-employed in
accounti ng and income tax preparation. He
has served as a volunteer tax counseling
consultant for the elderly under the
auspices of the AARP and IRS. His wi fe,
Thelma, is an accountant. They reside at
Route 3, Box 77AB, Kemp, Texas 75143.
***
Annette Bean Bills is owner of Bills
Tire Store, Clinton, Okla. She resides at 19
Peterson, Clinton, 73601.

Even while giving blood, some Harding students are intenl on Iheir sll
several times each year at the university.

Beatrice Dodson was an elementary
leacher for 35 years, but is now retired . Her
address is E-3 Colony House Apartments,
1112 Nashville Hvv'Y., Columbia, Tenn.
38401.

•••

Jo Brown Brammer is an instructor at
Draughon Business College, Springfield, Mo.
She was honored in December. 1988, for 29
years of teaching at Draughon Business College. She resides at 613 East Berkeley,
Springfield, 65807.
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Class of

'43

Virginia Stotts Williams is president
and bookkeeper of Stotts' Drug Co., Searcy,
Ark. She has done volunteer work at
Sidney Deener Elementary School for two
years. Her husband, Roger, is owner/
manager and pharmacist for Stotts'
Drug Co. They reside at 603 West Arch
Avenue, Searcy, 72143.
***
Doyle Davenport (BA) is retired from
school administration. He and his wife, Anna Lea, reside at HCR 66, Box 404,
Yellville, Ark. 72687.
***
Billie Jo Kent Martin is owner and
manager of Race Street Apartments and
East Market Street Apartments, Searcy, Ark.
Her address is Route 6, Box 362, Searcy,
72143 .
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***
Maurice R. Hinds (BA) is retired from a
printing firm . He is married to the former
Marguerite Crum (,43), who is retired
from Florida State University. where she
was collections administrator. The couple
lives at 2 Sikadeer Drive. TaUahassee, Fla.
32304.
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••

Lamar Plunket (SA) serves as minister
for the Cox Blvd. Church of Christ, Killen.
Ala. He teaches at International Bible College and has preached in Spain, France,
Liberia, West Africa, Canada and New
Zealand. in addition to several states. He
and his wife, Chloe. reside at Route 6. Box
275, Killen, Ala. 35645 .

'42

Robert W. Anthony (BA) is a retired
educator and is a part-lime land developer
in Conway, Ark. He and his wife. Christine,
live at Route 1. 9 L-A Road, Conway, 72032.
***
Robert E. "Bill" Harris (SA) is retired
from the Missouri Pacific Railroad, SI. Louis,
Mo. He and his wife, Lucille, reside at 17
Beachwood, Cabot, Ark. 72023.
***
Marie Clay Yingling (BA) is retired,
but does substitute teaching. Her husband,
James (,49), is also retired. They make
their home at 709 North Maple. Searcy,
72143.

•••

40

Mabel Grace Turnage Ramsey (BS)
formerly worked for Hallmark Cards, but is
now retired. She lives at 7011 Brookside
Road, Kansas City, Mo. 64113.

Wilma Christine Bailey Harris was an
elementary teacher for more than 25 years.
She is retired but does substitute teaching.
Her husband, Ernest, works for Plaza Dry
Cleaners. Their address is 622 East Cherry
Avenue, Flagstaff, Ariz. 86001 .

•••

Jane Schales Osborn is retired from
school teaching. She has received two certificates for work with senior citizens. She
resides at 7270 Summer Avenue, Memphis.
Tenn. 38133.
***
Glendene Barrett Benn retired after 30
years' service with Southern Bell Telephone
& Telegraph Co. She is a member of the
Salvation Army Auxiliary and a volunteer
for John L. McClellan hospitals. She is also
a member of the North Little Rock Women's
Club. Her husband. Louis, is retired and
they live at 333 Alanbrook East, Sherwood,
Ark. 72116.
***
Harold W. Pinkston is retired from the
Presbyterian Hospital, where he was
business manager. He is self-employed in
accounting and income tax preparation. He
has served as a volunteer tax counseling
consultant for the elderly under the
auspices of the AARP and IRS. His wife,
Thelma, is an accountant. They reside at
Route 3, Box 77AB. Kemp, Texas 75143.

•••

Annette Bean Bills is owner of Bills
Tire Store, Clinton, Okla. She resides at 19
Peterson, Clinton, 73601.

Class of

'44

William J. Leach (BA) is retired. He is
married to the former Ina McBride (BA
'46) and they live at 610 East Market, SearCY. 72143.

•••

ElJeJI While s;u;ng blood, some Harding stucients are intent on their scudies. A blood draw is conducted
several limes each yeor al Ihe IIniver.sily.

Beatrice Dodson was an elementary
teacher for 35 years, but is now retired. Hel'
address is E-3 Colony House Apartmenls,
1112 Nashville Hwy., Columbia, Tenn.
38401.

•••

Jo Brown Brammer is an instructor at
Draughon Business College, Springfield, Mo.
She was honored in December, 1988, for 29
years of teaching at Draughon Business College. She resides at 613 East Berkeley,
Springfield, 65807.

Class of

'43

Virginia Stotts Williams is president
and bookkeeper of Stotts' Drug Co., Searcy,
Ark. She has done volunteer work at
Sidney Deener Elementary School for two
years. Her husband , Roger, is owner/
manager and pharmacist. for Stotts'
Drug Co. They reside at 603 West Arch
Avenue, Searcy, 72143.
***
Doyle Davenport (BA) is retired from
school administratiort. He and his wife, Anna Lea. reside at HCR 66, Box 404,
Yellville, Ark. 72687.

***
Billie Jo Kent Martin is owner and
manager of Race Street Apartments and
East Market Street Apartments, Searcy, Ark.
Her address is Route 6. Box 362. Searcy.
72143.

Thomas D. Eubanks is owner/pres!dent/manager of Tom Eubanks Lumber Co.,
Inc. His wile, Sue, is secretary/bookkeeper.
They reside at 204 Ericson Road, Cordova,
Tenn . 38O'J8.
***
Juanita Trawick Leasw'e is retired
after working 20 years in medical records al
Searcy Medical Center, Searcy, Ark. Her
husband, Lloyd, is a TV technician with
Nichols Home Entertainment Center. Their
address is 22 Mohawk, Searcy, 72143.
***
Bonnie Fitzgerald Krewson is retired
from teaching first grade in the public
schools in Phoenix, Ariz. Her husband,
Murel, is retired from Motorola, Inc. The
couple resides at 4602 Calle Ventura,
Phoenix, 85018.

•••

Gretchen louise Hill Copeland (BA)
was head of the English Department of
Adams Junior High School in Tampa. Fla.,
and served one year as president 0/ the
Hillsborough County Council of Teachers of
English . Her husband, Lowell (M '41). is
retired from Florida College. where he was
head librarian and tetlcher 0/ Spanish . Their
address is 308 Glen Burnie Avenue, Temple
Terrace, 33617.

Roberta Walden
Koger is retired. Her
address is 4859 South
68 East Avenue. Tulsa, Okla. 74145.

Lenore Campbell Smith (SA) is a
retired school teacher. She is into ranching
with her husband, Sid. The couple's address
is ?O. Box 243, lWin Bridges. Mont. 59754.

•••

Samuel W. Larkins (BA) is a retired
minister of the gospel. He lives at 190
Ackerly Street, Riverhead, N.Y. 11901.

•••

Harry R. Fox, Jr.
is retired from 20
years of employment
with the Los Angeles
County Department of
Public Social Services.
He preaches part time
for various congregations. He does followup work every three
years he served as a full-time missionary in
Japan. His address is P.O. Box 1441, Medford, Ore. 97501-0107.
***
Elizabeth King Cooperrider (BS) is a
retired home economics teacher. She lives
at 4265 Hopewell Township Road 19 NW..
Glenford, Okla. 43739.
***
Donice Hawes Kelley is professor of
home economics and family studies at
Abilene Christian University, Abilene, Texas.
Her husband. Alvin, is relired. They reside
at 849 Scott Place, Abilene. 79601.
***
Ellen Gladney Moulton taught 34 yean.
at Georgia Christian School and is now
retired. She and her husband, Bill, make
their home at Route 2, Box 296, Valdosta,
Ga. 31601.

•••

Padgie Ellis McFatter (BS) and her
husband, H.E.. and retired. They live at 616
College Hill Drive. Baton Rouge, La. 70808.

>
~

Class of '44 (Con'd.)
Royce A. Blackburn preached 47 years

and worked with York College 17 years in
fund raising before retiring. He and his
wife, Margaret, reside at 121 North Second
Street, Lovington, N.M. 88260.

Class of

'45

George D. Tipps, Jr. (SA) is a retired
minister. He and his wife, Claire Camp
C46), reside at 4122 Fairlakes Court, Dallas,
Texas 75228.

Class of

'46

Mary Jo McKnight Runge is selfemployed in oil and gas royalty interests.
Her husband, William Harry, is retired.
They reside at 3100 Shenandoah Valley
Drive, Little Rock, Ark. 72212.

......

Kenneth P. Callicott is retired from
McGrew Real Estate, Inc., Lawrence, Kan.
His wife, Mary Carolyn, is also retired from
the same company. The couple makes their
home at Route 2, Box 223E, Lawrence.
66046.

......

Emmett F. Smith, Jr. (SA) is retired
president of Crowley's Ridge College and
has been a gospel preacher for more than
50 years. He serves as a charter member of
the East Arkansas Planning and Development District. He and his wife, Nita, reside
at Route 7, Box 23. Paragould, Ark. 72450.

teacher. Her address is 313 Oak, Pocahon·
tas, Ark. 72455.

***

Frank B. Curtis (SA) serves as minister
for the School Avenue Church of Christ,
Mountain View, Ark. He and his wife,
Earlina, live at P.O. Box 1111, Mountain
View, 72560.

......

Fayetta Coleman Murray (SA) is
retired from teaehing school. Her husband,
Malcolm, is retired from the postal service.
The couple lives at 900 West Arch, Searcy,
Ark. 72143.

*.*

•••

Carl D. Wills is chief administrative officer of Westview Boys Home, Inc., Hollis,
Okla. He is ma.rried to the former Jewell
Hanes, who also works at Westview Boys
Home. Their mailing address is P.O. Box
553, Hollis, 73550.

• ••

Reba McCasUo Bradley is retired from
teaehing high school. Her address is Route
1. Box 12, Springfield, Ark. 72157.

Ordis D. Cope·
land (SA) serves as
minister for the
Church of Christ, Coy,
Ark. His address is
P.O. Box 72, Coy,
72037.

Class of

leland R. Waters, Jr. (BS) is retired
from Western Carolina University. His wife,
the former Francile Keith (,50), is also
retired from Western Carolina University.
Their address is 3 Cox Farm Circle,
Cullowhee, N.C. 28723.

•• *

Vernon C. Lawyer (BA) serves as
minister for the Church of Christ, Dugger,
Ind. He plans to go into part·time retirement in June, 1989. He and his wife.
Pauline, reside at Third and Clark Streets,
Dugger, 47848.

'47

Mary Garne.r Hel8te.n (BA) teaches
fourth grade at Harding Academy, Searcy.
Her husband, Bob (BS "46), is a professor
at Harding University. They reside at 41
Harding Drive, Searcy, 72143.

....

Mary Ada Harris HoweU is a retired
teaeher. Her husband, Bryant, is retired
from Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. They live
at 604 Clematis Drive, Nashville, Ten.n.
37205.

***

James L. Willen (BA) is employed with
Western Christian College as chorus director
and Bible teacher. He plans to retire in
June. His wife, the formeI Nina Spears
(,48), serves as church secretary. Their address is Box 45, North Weyburn, Sask. SOC
lXO, Canada.

•••
Hebert H. Lawrence (BA) is retired. He
is married to the former Thelda Healy
(BA), who is also retired. The couple resides
at 1710 lYler, Conway, Ark. 72032.

Evertt L. Huffard is assistant professor
of Bible at Freed·Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn. His wife, the former
Elale Gross (SA '73), is also with FreedHardeman as lecturer in anthropology and
geography. The couple lives at 13 Pinecrest
Drive, Henderson, 38340.

....

Colis F. CampbeU (BS) serves as
minister for the Church of Christ, Kearney,
Neb. His wife, the former Dolores Barker
(Academy), works as administrative assistant
to the director of South Central Community
MenIal Health Center. They live at 4110
Pony Express .Road #2. Kearney, 68847.

•••

John P. Mason (BA) and his wife, the
former Retba Barr (,53), are reti red and
living at 4708 29th, Lubbock, Texas 79410.

Class of

'48

•••
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Bobby J. Martin (BA) is retired from
Ford Motor Co. He and his wife. the former
Bertha "Bay" TidweU {,46}, enjoy travel·
ing. Their home is at 4313 Rhodes, Memphis, Tenn. 38111.

E. G. Swain
teaching and co
schools. He and
Route I, Box 46

•••

•••
Michael Iceberg demonstmtes the versatility of his keyboard synthesizer during the aftemoon before a
performance for the 54 concert series.
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woodcarving
presented a fl
of Alabama f(
State Park. He
Coriene Bea
Blackwood Dl
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tant teacher of
Migrant Headst,
Springs Road, S

Graydon L. Burge (BA) is retired from
Goodyear Tire Company. His wife, Evelyn, a

.....

registered nu
their home a
La. 71291.

Arvis D. Ganus is part owner of Finest
Foods. Inc. of New Orleans, La. He resides
at 605 East Center, Searcy, Ark. 72143.

Guthrie Dean
(BA) preaches at the
Blair Avenue Church
in Fort Smith, Ark.
and hosts a Sunday
morning radio broad·
cast, Truth In Love.
He and his wife, Muriel, live at 4822 South
29th Street, Fort
Smith, 72901.

Evan Ulrey (SA) is professor of com·
munication at Harding University. He
received the Blair Hart Outstanding Communication Educator Award in 1987. His
wife, the former Betty Thornton (BA '52),
is associate professor of English at Hardjng.
The couple resides at 914 East Market, Sear·
cy, 72143.

•

•••

Jean Gunte.r (BA) is retired and lives at
Lewis County Manor, Holenwald, Tenn.
38462.

•••

John H. Cannon, Sr. (85) is a retired
minister of the gospe\. He is married to the
former Chris Edwards and they reside at
1311 Cedar, Hope. Ark. 71801.

Sibyl Rickman Reese (SA) is retired.
She is a World Bible School volunteer

Jean Patterson Mettetal is retired from
the elementary public school system in
Monticello, Ark. Her husband, Julian , is a
retired accounting professor at the Universi·
ty of Arkansas at Monticello. They make
their home at 303 West Jefferson, Monticello, 71655.

Betty Spruell Bates (SA) is vice presi·
dent for secondary education at Harding
Academy of Memphis. Memphis, Tenn. Her
husband, Claude, is retired from Ralston
Purina. They live at 289 Mary Ann Drive,
Memphis, 38117.

.....

"t

•••

.....

.....

-<

Evelyn Clara Goodrum Kinningbam
wo.rks for H and R Block as a tax preparer
during the lax season. Her husband, Troy,
is retired. They live at Route 4, Box 141,
Huntingdon, Tenn. 38344.
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'47

Leland R. Waters, Jr. (BS) is retired
from Western Carolina University. His wife,
the former Francile Keith ('50), is also
retired from Western Carolina University.
Their address is 3 Cox Farm Circle,
Cullowhee, N.C. 28723.
***
Carl D. Wills is chief administrative officer of Westview Boys Home, Inc., Hollis,
Okla. He is married to the former Jewell
Hanes, who also works at Westview Boys
Home. Their mailing address is P.O. Box
553, Hollis, 73550.
***
Reba McCaslin Bradley is retired from
teaching high school. Her address is Route
1, Box 12, Springfield, Ark. 72157.
***
Vernon C. Lawyer (BA) serves as
minister for the Church of Christ, Dugger,
Ind. He plans to go into part-time retirement in June, 1989. He and his wife,
Pauline, reside at Third and Clark Streets,
Dugger, 47848.
***

James L. Willen (BA) is employed with

Academy, Searcy.
'46), is a professor
hey reside at 41
2143.

Western Christian College as chorus director
and Bible teacher. He plans to retire in
June. His wife, the former Nina Spears
(,48), serves as church secretary. Their address is Box 45, North Weyburn, Sask. SOC
lXO, Canada.

oweD is a retired

***

:e n (BA) teaches

ryant, is retired
ubber Co. They live
ashville, Tenn.

Hebert H. Lawrence (BA) is retired. He
is married to the former Thelda Healy
(BA), who is also retired. The couple resides
at 1710 Tyler, Conway, Ark. 72032.

works for Hand R Block as a tax preparer
during the tax season. Her husband, Troy,
is retired. They live at Route 4, Box 141,
Huntingdon, Tenn. 38344.
***
Jean Patterson Mettetal is retired from
the elementary public school system in
Monticello, Ark. Her husband, Julian, is a
retired accounting professor at the University of Arkansas at Monticello. They make
their home at 303 West Jefferson, Monticello, 71655.
***
Jean Gunter (BA) is retired and lives at
Lewis County Manor, Holenwald, Tenn.
38462.
***
Colis F. Campbell (BS) serves as
minister for the Church of Christ, Kearney,
Neb. His wife, the former Dolores Barker
(Academy), works as administrative assistant
to the director of South Central Community
Mental Health Center. They live at 4110
Pony Express Road #2, Kearney, 68847.
***
John P. Mason (BA) and his wife, the
former Retha Barr ('53), are retired and
living at 4708 29th, Lubbock, Texas 79410.

Class of

'48

Arvis D. Ganus is part owner of Finest
Foods, Inc. of New Orleans, La. He resides
at 605 East Center, Searcy, Ark. 72143.
***
Bobby J. Martin (BA) is retired from
Ford Motor Co. He and his wife, the former
Bertha "Bay" Tidwell (,46), enjoy traveling. Their home is at 4313 Rhodes, Memphis, Tenn. 38111.
***
Betty Spruell Bates (BA) is vice president for secondary education at Harding
Academy of Memphis, Memphis, Tenn. Her
husband, Claude, is retired from Ralston
Purina. They live at 289 Mary Ann Drive,
Memphis, 38117.
***
Guthrie Dean
(BA) preaches at the
Blair Avenue Church
in Fort Smith, Ark.
and hosts a Sunday
morning radio broadcast, Truth In Love.
He and his wife, Muriel, live at 4822 South
29th Street, Fort
Smith, 72901.

* ...
Graydon L. Burge (BA) is retired from
Goodyear Tire Company. His wife, Evelyn, a
utes the versatility of his keyboard synthesizer during the afternoon before a
'ncert series.

registered nurse, is also retired. They make
their home at 306 Cheyenne, West Monroe,
La. 71291.
***
Charles W. Shaffer (BA) is retired and
serves as president of P.M. Chippers, a
woodcarving club. The club recently
presented a full-sized bald eagle to the State
of Alabama for display at Lake Guntersville
State Park. He and his wife, the former
Coriene Beare (,49), reside at 4441
Blackwood Drive, Montgomery, Ala. 36109.
***
Gail Frances Overton Kommer is
teaching basketry since she retired from
school teaching. She and her husband,
Howard, travel extensively. The couple lives
at 45 Edgewood Road, Union, Mo. 63084.

Class of

'49

Hank Fulbright (BA) is self-employed as
a general contractor in Little Rock, Ark. His
wife, Mary Frances, is a secretary for a CPA
firm. Their address is Route 2, Box 573,
Searcy, 72143.
***
Patsy Burch Cannon (BA) is a
homemaker and lives at Route 4, Box 180,
Searcy, Ark. 72143.
***
Lena Ruth Story Pearson (BA) is assistant teacher of fours and fives at Searcy
Migrant Headstart. She resides at 1404 Gum
Springs Road, Searcy, Ark. 72143.
***
E. G. Swain (BA) has retired from
teaching and coaching in the public
schools. He and his wife, Leta, reside at
Route 1, Box 467, Wesley, Ark. 72773.
***
Kenneth R. Ware preaches for the
Church of Christ in Florence, Miss. He and
his wife, Frances, have five children and
their mailing address is P.O. Box 277,
Florence, 39073.
***
W. Clark Stevens (BS) is retired from
teaching at Abilene Christian University. He
is married to the former Letitia Longley
(BA '43), who is a retired teacher and a
homemaker. Their address is 902 Scott
Place, Abilene, Texas 79601.
***
Winnie Bell (BA) is library director at
Harding University. Beaumont Memorial
was named the Distinguished Library for
the State of Arkansas by the Arkansas
Library Association. She resides at 32 Indian Trail, Searcy, 72143.
***
William J. Minick (BA) is self-employed
in insurances sales and financial planning.

He is a chartered life underwriter and
chartered financial consultant, Arlington,
Texas. He was a full-time minister for 36
years and still preaches some. His wife, the
former Mary Lynn Johnson (,SO), is office
manager for her husband. The couple
resides at 220S Rocky Branch Drive, Arlington, 76013.

Class of

'50

Coy V. Campbell (BA) is an educational
psychologist and therapist with The Child
and Family Psychiatry (a private group practice of Christian therapists). He also does
some private consultation in educational
psychology. His wife, Norma, is director of
counseling at Sheridan College. The couple
lives at 1401 Spaulding, Sheridan, Wyoming
82801.

.,

Class of

58

Mary Dunn Short (BA) was installed as
State President of the Texas PTA November
20 at the State Convention in Arlington,
Texas. She and her husband, Bill, live at
1328 Navaho Trail, Richardson, Texas
75080.

Class of

'65

Jan M. Hausmann (BS) is a medical
doctor in Columbia, Tenn. He is married to
the former Nina Stanford ('67) and they
have three children, James, Nina and Emily.
The family lives at Route 8, Box 2SB, Columbia, 38401.

Class of

'66

Robert T. Clark (BS) is a physician and
medical missionary sponsored by the
Church of Christ in Decatur, Ga. His wife,
the former Doris Bush (BA '6S): is a missionary, teacher and health educator. They
have two children, Kendra and Robert, Jr.
The family's address is Apdo 47, Catacamas,
Olancha, Honduras, Central America.

Class of

'68

Anita Cleveland Martin (BA) is an art >consultant and manager of Holston Glass &a

ass of '68 (Con'd.)
Frame Shop Gallery, Kingsport, Tenn. Her
husband, James, is an agent with
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co.
They reside with their children, Deke and
Tuckey, at Route 6, Box 205A,
Jonesborough, 37659.

***
Charlotte Thomas McClellan (BS)
received the M.Ed. degree in 1988 from
Vanderbilt University. She teaches
kindergarten at Friendship Christian School,
Lebanon, Tenn. Her husband, Arthur (BA),
is an attorney and is president of McClellan,
Powers & Ehmling. TI1e couple has two
daughters, Paula and Elizabeth, and lives at
Rou,te 3, Douglas Place, Gallatin, 37066.
***

Peggy Middleton Risner is a registered
nurse and serves as school nurse at Scottsdale Christian Academy. Phoenix, Ariz. Her
husband, Lea (BS '63), is vice president of
planning at W. A. Krueger Co. They have
two children, Cheryl and Melinda, and
reside at 4831 East Pershing, Scottsdale,
85254.
***

Roki Sando Robertson (BA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Marvin (BS
'69), is associate professor of business law
at Harding University. The couple has four
children: Andrea, Kenneth, Wilson and Jill
Margaret. The family lives at 1111 Dobbins
Drive, Searcy, 72143.
***

Betty Simmons Robison (BS) is a
homemaker. She is involved in writing the
curriculum for Jackson Christian School's
Pre-school Program. Her husband, Dennis,
is operations manager for Central
Distributors, Inc. They live with their son,
Edward, at 55 Stanford Drive, Jackson,
Tenn. 38301.
***

LeDeena Lester Rosenbaum (SA) is a
pre-school teacher at Turnpike Christian
Preschool, Grand Pr,airie, Texas. Her husband, Charles, is a mail carrier with the Irving Post Office. Their three children are
Chuck, Tammie and Deanna, and the family lives at 437 Hawthorne Lane, Grand
Prairie, 75051.
***

Donna Jennings Shewmaker is an account executive with AMI Securities,
Amarillo, Texas. Her husband, Jim, is
district manager of AMI Securities. They
make their home at 4206 Danbury,
Amarillo, 79109, with their three children:
Kelli, Krista and Cary.

scout master for the Boy Scouts of America.
He and his wife, the former Nyla Gree.nway (,69), reside with Iheir children, Thna
and Kevin, at 1914 Lynndale. Kennell,
63857.

..*

Kenneth R. Tillman (BS) is employed
with the Arkansas Farm Bureau Center as
rural health director, lillie Rock, 72207.

..-

Clifton E. Tuggle (SA) is co-owner of
Gallup Propane Service, Inc .• Gallup, N.M.
He is co-founder, treasurer, and board
member of Gallup Chrislian School. He and
his wife, Neta. and daughter, Vicki. Jive at
603 Low Mountain, Gallup, 8730l.

•••

Charlie J. Watts (SA) is high school
principal at Eudora, Kan. His wife,
MaryAnn. is histologist at Lawrence
Memorial Hospital. Their address is P.O.
Box 459, Eudora, 66025 .

•

***

Ronald E. Boudra (BA) is head baseball
coach and teacher in the public schools at
South Houston, Texas. He is married to the
former Patricia Rouse (SA '68), who is a
substitute teacher in the public schools. The
couple lives with their Children. Rhonda,
Rita and Regan, at 10414 Southport,
Houston. 77089.

responsible for providing conSUlting services
and education to senior customer executives
in the area of telecommunications management. Her new address is 7805 Jefferson
Circle, Colleyville, Texas 76034.
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**.

CODnie Hardin Webb is a homemaker.
Her husband, Tony (BS '65), is employed
with Arctic Circle EnterpriSes as vice president of sales. The couple has three children
- Nancy, David and Steven - and live at
1804 South Salem Drive, Anchorage, Alaska
99508.

Cla~
Blair C. Hill
tion as senior cI

***

Larry Williams (SA) is executive director of Albuquerque Christian Children's
Home, Albuquerque, N.M. He is married to
the former Loretta Wheeler (,67), who
works as secretary for the University
Church of Christ. They have two children,
Yvonne. who attends Harding, and Alan.
The ramily's address is 5306 Fairrax Drive,
N.E., Albuquerque, 87114.

•••

Trudy McVicker Yost (BA) is
cooperative education instructor at Ewing
School, a school of the mentally/physically
handicapped, Mariella, Ohio. Her husband,
Randy, is a cosmetologist with Today's Hair
Studio. They reside with their son, Ben, at
103 Manchester Drive, Marietta, 45750.

•••
Daniel Blucker (BS) is employed with
Auburn University as acting dean and head
of reference and instructional services with
their library in Montgomery, Ala. His address is 4104 Tandy Drive, Montgomery,
36193.

•••

F. 4'nn Allison (SA) is employed with
Schilling Imports, Inc. as finance manager,
Memphis, Tenn. She is included in Who~
Who in the South and Southwest. She
makes her home at 66 South Alicia Drive,
Memphis, 38112.

Class of

•••

laVon Eagley Harter (SA) is retired
from teaChing in the public school system.
She does substitute teaching and resides at
14566 Red Bud Trail North, Buchanan.
Mich. 49107.

***

Jimmy W. Stewart (BS) is industrial
engineering manager with Emerson Electric,
Kennett, Mo. He serves as vice chairman of
<.0 the board of directors of Cotton Boll
4: Sheltered Workshop. He is also assistant

for the third consecutive year. Dick teaches
at Homestead High School in Fort Wayne,
and is Health Department chairperson. His
daughter, Jala, is a senior at Homestead
and his wile, Diane. works as the Learning
Center Aide in Haverhill ElementalY. They
reside at 14721 Lightning Ridge Run, Fort
Wayne, 46804.

Class

of'69

Dick Shenfeld (BA) has been selected as
one of the top 10 track coaches in Indiana

Class of

'70

Sharon R. Parker (SA) has recently
moved with IBM to the Information Systems
Executive Center in Irving, lexas. She is

'74

Dennis A. Swayne (BA) has been appointed Bible Chair Director for the Church
or Christ Student Center at Eastern New
Mexico University. His responsibilities include serving as an instructor in the
Department of Religion at ENMU and as
campus minister for the Third and Kilgore
Church oJ Christ. He is married to the
former Linda Sue Clanton ('76). They
have two sons, Neale TiIUS, 9, and Cody
Allen,S. The family resides at 217 New
Mexico Drive, Portales, N.M. 88130.
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for the lhird consecutive year. Dick teaches
at Homestead High School in Fort Wayne,
and is Health Department chairperson. His
daughter, Jala, is a senior at Homestead
and his wife, Diane, works as the Learning
Center Aide in Haverhill Elementary. They
reside at 14721 Lightning Ridge Run, Fort
Wayne, 46804.

***
Ronald E. Boudra (BA) is head baseball
coach and teacher in the public schools at
South Houston, Texas. He is married to the
former Patricia Rouse (SA '68), who is a
substitute teacher in the public schools. The
couple lives with their dli!dren, Rhonda,
Rita and Regan, at 10414 Southport,
Houston, 77089.

responsible for providing consulting services
and education to senior customer executives
in the area of telecommunications management. Her new address is 7805 Jefferson
Circle, Colleyville, Texas 76034.

Class of

'73
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George D. Freeman (BA) has joined the
staff of Auburn University (Alabama) Alumni and Development Office as associate
di rector of development for the College of
Engineering. Freeman and his wife, the
former Julia Raines ('7 1), have two
children, Shelley, 12, and Ashley, 7.
***
Cindy Myers Reynolds (BA) was
recently promoted 10 lieutenant with the
Montgomery Police Dept. She serves as field
supervisor in the Patrol Division. She and
her husband, Ben, reside with their
children, Kathy and Jon , at 3293 Little John
Drive, Montgomery, Ala. 36109 .
***
John W. Rockhold, III (BA) is serving
his apprenticeship for embalming and
funeral directing with Kimes Funeral Home,
Parkersburg, W. Va. Beginning in
September, 1989, he will be attending mortuary science school for one year. His address is P.O. Box 3089, Parkersburg, 26103.

Class of

'75

Blair C. Hill (BS) has accepted a position as senior chemist with Shell Chemical

in Seadrifl. Texas. He is married to the
former Renee Manning (BA '76). They
have a daughter. Arielle, and reside at 211
Wood chase Drive, Victoria, 77904.
***

Bert G. Bush (SA) is claim supervisor
with Wausau Insurance Co. He and his wife,
Teresa, and sons, Jake and Kevin Barnes,
reside at 7344 Llano, Fort Worth, Texas
76116.

Class of

'77

Mary Chinworth Schallert (SA) is a
homemaker and miSSionary, along with her
husband, David. The couple has three
children: Jonathan, Stephan and Elizabeth .
The family's address is Krauthelmer str 25,
6800 Mannheim 51, West Germany.

•••
Lot Therrio (SA) is a menIal health
worker al Four Winds Hospital , Katonah ,
NY. His address is 203 Bald Hill Road, New
Canaan, Conn. 06840.
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Daniel Blucker (BS) is employed with
Auburn University as acting dean and head
of reference and instructional services with
their library in Montgomery, Ala. His address is 4104 Thndy Drive, Montgomery,
36193.
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'70

Sharon R. Parker (SA) has recently
moved with IBM to the Information Systems
Executive Center in Irving, Texas. She is

'74

Dennis A. Swayne (BA) has been appointed Bible Chair Director for the Church
of Christ Student Center at Eastern New
Mexico University. His responsibilities include serving as an instructor in the
Department of Religion at ENMU and as
campus minister for the Third and Kilgore
Church of Christ. He is married to the
Cor mer Linda Sue Clanton ('76). They
have two sons, Neale Titus, 9, and Cody
AHen, 5. The fa mily resides at 217 New
Mexico Drive, Portales. N.M. 88130.

Greg Taylor, a senior journalism major, addresses a group of students during the Student Association/JOY sponsored Student Lectureship. The theme was "Create in Me a Pure Heart, 0 God."
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Youth Forum/Spring Sing '89

Alumna Among 105
Hanaba Mann Noack (BA '70),

,

part-time clerk and carrier for the Us.
/t)stal Service in Quanah, Tex., will be
one of 105 bilingual guides at the 20th
Universal /t)stal Union Congress in
Washington, D.C. Nov. 13-Dec. 15. Approximately 2,000 delegates and guests
from 169 countries will attend.
The Congress, which meets every five
years, was last held in the United
States in 1897. More than 2,600 postal
employees nationwide applied for the
guide assignments. Competency in one
of eight designated foreign languages
was a primary requirement for selection. Noack's qualifying skill was in
French.
Noack works part time as a special
correspondent for the Vernon Daily
Record and freelances as a graphic
artist. Her address is Route One, Box
200, Vernon, Texas 76384.

~

\
\:.
Robert San Juan, a member of the Spring Sing Ensemble, portrays a •
chimney sweep from "Mary Fbppins" in the group's opening number for
the second act.

--

The cast from ''Mad, Mad World" brings Elvis to life in their scientific
experiment to make a man. Galaxy and Ju Go Ju social clubs performed
the act.

09 Intemational students display native memorabilia at the Annual Fest during Youth Forum/Spring Sing weekend.
<:

•

~

Mike Cope, minister of the College church, ad·
dresses 2800 teens at the annual Youth Forum.

"It wasn't easy:'
If I could choose one phrase to

describe how I feel about being chosen
to work as one of 105 bilingual guides
at the 20th Congress of the Universal
Postal Union next fall in Washington,
D.C., that phrase says it all for me.
When I first read in /t)stal Life about
the Congress and the need for guides, I
immediately saw myself in the role an exciting prospect, a nice break from
the daily routine of a small town parttime flexible clerk-carrier. I thought
"What an honor it would be to personally represent the United States and
the U.S. Postal Service as we welcome
delegates from allover the world."
But when my postmaster, Roger
Canon, notified me of the official position vacancy announcements, I read a
description of the selection process and
saw that language tests were to be
scheduled for all applicants.
I faced the formidable task of bringing my French up to standards. Rather
than simply saying that I was fluent in
French and German and spoke some
Spanish, I would have to prove it. A
mere degree in a language earned

many years b«
nothing.
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Alumna Among 105 Bi-Lingual Postal Guides
Hanaba Mann Noack (BA '70),
part-lime clerk and carrier for the Us.
fbstal Service in Quanah, 7ex., will be
one of /05 bilingual guides at the 20th
Universal fbstal Union Congress in
Washington, D.C Nov. 13-Dec. 15. Approximately 2,000 delegates and guests
from 169 countries will altend.
The Congress, which meets every five
years, was last held in the United
States in 1897. More than 2,600 postal
employees nationwide applied for the
guide assignments. Competency in one
of eight designated foreign languages
was a pdmary requirement for selection. Noack's qualifying skill was in
French.
Noack works part time as a special
co"espondenl for the Vernon Daily
Record and freelances as a graphic
artist. Her address is Route One, Box
200, Vernon, Texas 76384.

~

-
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he cast from "Mad, Mad World" brings Elvis to life in their scientific
(periment to make a man. Galaxy and Ju Go Ju social clubs performed
Ie act.

11m/Spring Sing weekend.

Mike Cope, minister of the College church, addresses 2800 teens at the annual >Vuth Forum.

"It wasn't easy:'
If I could choose one phrase to
describe how I feel about being chosen
to work as one of 105 bilingual guides
at the 20th Congress of the Universal
Postal Union next fall in Washington,
D.c., that phrase says it all for me.
When I first read in fbstal Life about
the Congress and the need for guides, I
immediately saw myself in the role an exciting prospect, a nice break from
the daily routine of a small town parttime flexible clerk-carrier. I thought
"What an honor it would be to personally represent the United States and
the U.S. Postal Service as we welcome
delegates from clll over the world:'
But when my postmaster, Roger
Canon, notified me of the official position vacancy announcements, I read a
description of the selection process and
saw that language tests were to be
scheduled for all applicants.
I faced the formidable task of bringing my French up to standards. Rather
than simply saying that [ was fluent in
French and Gen:n.an and spoke some
Spanish, I would have to prove it. A
mere degree in a language earned

Hanaba Munn Noack

many years before suddenly meant
nothing.
I decided to concentrate on French,
having heard it was the international
postal language. Besides, I feared too
much competition in German.
My main emotion throughout the
selection process was fear. I feared I
would not succeed but I knew I had to
try.
I bought more French dictionaries. I
even read them. I subscribed to a
French language newspaper and worked
the crosswords. I bought radios and
tape players for recording and listening
to French. I played tapes at home, in
my car and on my walking routes.
In a nearby town, I found Simone, a
transplanted French woman. I paid her
to talk to me.
Friends with satellite dishes recorded
French language movies for me. I vacationed in French Canada in January
and in France in February, where I
stayed with a friend and soaked up the
sounds.

[ neglected Scrabble games and income tax. French was all-consuming. I
studied to the last minute before the
first exam, a test of comprehension administered to a group of us in April in
Lubbock by means of cassette tapes.
I did well.
My heart was beating double-time for
the second exam, consisting of a phone
call from the testing group in
Washington, D.C. to check my speaking
ability. The call lasted 45 minutes. I did
well enough to advance to an interview
in San Antonio in July with James
Wade, Director of UPU Congress
Operations.
The interview was a pleasure. By
then, I was feeling only relief and happiness at having advanced so fpr. All I
could do was enjoy it and hope for the
best.
In October, what I had hoped for
came true - the best news ever. I had
been selected to serve as a guide.
But looking back, I still must say "It
wasn't easy:'
en

<i:

~lass

0

7-(Con'd.)

William C. Johnson serves as minister
for the Church of Christ in Deer Park, N.Y.
His wife, Faye, is computer analyst at
Pilgrim State Hospital. They reside with
their son, William Clinton, Jr., at 97
Fillmore Avenue, Deer Park, N.V. 11729.

•••

Mark McLean (BA) and his wife, the
former Nancy Reynolds (SA '78), are living in Bremerton, Wash., where Mark is
minister of the Central Kitsap Church of
Christ and co·director of the Campaigns
Northwest program. Nancy is a housewife,
taking care of their two children, Jonathan,
5, and Claire, 2. They live at #70
Hazelwood Place, Bremerton, 98310.

Class of

'78

Dan (BS) and Betsy Stanfill (SA '81)
Burden live at 10932 NW 26th Street,
Sunrise, Fla. 33323. Dan is employed with
Montgomery Engineering, having completed
the Ph.D. degree in engineering at LSU in
December. Betsy works as an environ mental lawyer for a law firm in Fort Lauderdale.

•••

Rbealyn Hershey Samuelson (BA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Gary (SA '76),
is software engineer with Bunker Ramo. She
homeschools their children, Jessica, 6;
Karyn, 2; and Rachel Holly, 10 months, at
31 Charles Road, Seymour, Conn. 06483.

. ..

Donna Coker (BS) began her tirst year
of law school in September, 1988, at Stan.
ford University. Her husband, Tom
.
Dukowitz, is a U.S. Navy medical doctor
with Moffett Field. They have two children,
Zacchary, 6, and Jacob, 4, and reside at 142
D Escondido Village, Stanford, Calif. 94305.

....

Valli Jo Henson (AA) is working as
cashier at Smitty's Supermarkets,
Springfield, Mo. She resides at 3555
WoodstOCk, Springfield, 65809.
***
CecU Price (SA) serves as youth
minister for the Eighth and Harrison Street
Church of Christ in Harlingen, Texas. He
and his wife, Nicky, have two sons, Frank,
3 and John·Michael, 2. The family resides
at 725 East Carrol. Harlingen, 78550.

Class of '79
Ben Johnson is HVAC sales manager at
Universal Supply Co., Inc. He has two
daughters, Summer Dawn and Robin
:> Michelle, and resides at 710 Maple Drive,
Springdale, Ark. 72764.

c5

David B. Pitts (BS) finished his residency training in otolaryngology (ear, nose and
throat) with Kaiser-Permanente Medical
Center, Oakland, Calif. and is employed at
their Richmond facility while studying for
his specialty boards. He resides at 22
Marinero Circle ;1/48, Tiburon, Calif. 94920.
***
Dennis W. Mount (BS) is a sales
representative with Davon, Inc., Hillsboro,
Ohio. He and his wife, the former Colleen
Shaffer (,80), have three children: Rachel
Erin, Robin Lee and Eric Wayne. The family
lives at 2714 Anderson Road, Lynchburg,
45142.

Class of

'80

Bruce L. Taylor (BSA) is marketing
representative with Jackson and Coker,
Allanta, Ga. His wife, Debby, teaches sixth
grade English in the public schools. The
couple lives at 4540 Park Crest Court,
Marietta, 30068.
***
Thomas C. Ulsb (SA) is a printer with
Printing Services, Inc. His Wife, Margie.
works as secretary for the University of
Arkansas for Medical Science. The couple
resides at 1113 West 52nd Street, North little Rock, Ark. 72118.
***
Laura Murray Stagliano (SA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, John, is a radar
interceptor in the U.S. Navy. They have two
children, Alexandra Marie, born May 11,
1986, and Amy Elizabeth, born October 6,
1988. The family's address is 8207 Sawyer
Brown Road 4'1.5, Nashville, Tenn. 37221.

...

Jim Greene (BA) is an educational
specialist/adult basic education coordinator
for the Dept. of Justice/Federal Bureau of
Prisons in Seagoville, Texas. He was given
the Extra Mile Award in November. 1988,
by the warden. He is married to the former
Marlon McClain (SA '79), who resigned
from her poSition in human resources per.
sonnel tor the Immigration and Naturalization Service, to be a full-time homemaker.
They have a son, Ron, 4, and the family
lives at 500 Rolling Hills Place, #2004, Lan·
caster, Texas 75146.
.**
Anita Rivers HamUton (M.Ed.) tea.ches
Spanish and French at Harding Academy.
Her husband, Ike, is director of housing at
Harding University. They reside at 68
Mohawk Drive, Searcy, Ark. 72143.

....

Steve Beliech (BS) (MS '88) is assistant
dean of men at Harding University. He was
elected to the 1988 edition of Outstanding
Young Men of Amedca. His mailing address
is Box 358, Station A. Searcy, Ark. 72143.

Class of ;81
Cynthia Yobe Wilson is a homemaker.
Her husband, Robert, is president of Safari
U.S.A. The couple lives with their son,
Robert Wyman, Jr.• at 258 Chimney Roack.
Houston, Texas F024.
***
Richard S. Straker (SA) and his wife,
the former Kathy Cannon (BA), have
recently begun employment at the University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston,
Texas. Kathy is an Academic Programs Coordinator, coordinating tutoring programs for
medical students. Rick works as a Training
Specialist in charge of developing management training programs. Kathy completed
her M.Ed. as a Reading Specialist in the
summer of 1988 at Abilene Christian
University. Their address is 102 Albacore
Avenue. Galveston, 77550.

Class of'82
Wayne Ard (BBA) was among the 100
outstanding young 'Texans in attendance at
the second annual John Shepperd Forum
on Public Leadership and the Issues of
Texas, conducted September 30·0ctober 2 at
the University of Texas at Austin. Ard is an
insurance agent for Ard-Knox Insurance in
Richardson. The invitational forum is sponsored by the Texas Jaycees and the University of Texas Permian Basin.
***
Jane Green Buford (BA) holds the M.A.
degree in Elementary Education. She
teaches sixth grade in the public schools,
Springfield, Mo. Her husband, Robert Jr., is
store manager of Furniture Factory Outlet.
They reside with their daughter, Kathryn
Ashley, at 1544 West Whiteside,
Springfield, 65807.
***
Charles Savage (BA) graduated from
Ohio University, Athens. Ohio, in June with
an M.M. degree in composition. His thesis
project was a flute concerto. Charles' compOSition, "Short Symphony for Wind
Ensemble," was premiered on March 17,
1988. by the Philo High School. Charles is
employed by the Franklin Local Schools as
a substitute teacher and is a freelance composer. His current address is 110 Parkwood
Avenue, South Zanesville. 43701.
***
Janet Price Montgomery is a
housewife and mother. Her husband, David,
is auditing CPA with Heard, McElroy and
Vestel CPA Firm. The couple lives with
their three children - Davey, Jordan and
Jonathan - at 5015 Kenilworth, Bossier Ci.
ty, La. 71112.

Thirty-three students and faculty sponsors Harry and Joy Oliver and L
travel in Europe as part of their educational pursuits.

Jamie P. McCoy (BA) works as a Federal
Express courier and part-Lime preacher at a
small local congregation. He and his wife,
Sheila, have three children: Nathan, 4, Eric,
2, and Racel, born November 17. Jamie has
recently been appointed to the Board of
Directors at Northeast Ohio Christian Youth
Camp in Lisbon. Ohio. The family lives at 8
Hazelwood Drive, Wheeling, W. Va. 26003.

Class of

'83

Darlene Ann Vall (BS) works for The
Godfrey Group as graphic designer and
typesetLer, Raleigh, N.C. She makes her
home at 3210 Octavia Street, Raleigh,
27606.

•••

Beverly louise Bearden (BA) holds the
M.S.E. degree from the University OF Central
Arkansas. She is a kindergarten teacher in
the public schools, Grand Prairie, Texas. Her
address is 2421 South Carrier "'1722. Grand
Prairie, 75051.
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Cynthia Garner (BA) received the
M.S.E. degree from Henderson State University and is special education/resource
teacher in the public schools, Magnolia,
Ark. She resides at Route 5, Box 500,
Magnolia, 71753.
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Class

of '81

Cynthia Yohe Wilson is a homemaker.
Her husband, Robert, is president of Safari
U.S.A. The couple lives with their son,
Robert Wyman, Jr., at 258 Chimney Roack,
Houston, Texas 77024.
***

Richard S. Straker (BA) and his wife,
toe former Kathy Cannon (BA), have
recently begun employment at the University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston,
Texas. Kathy is an Academic Programs Coordinator, coordinating tutoring programs for
medical students. Rick works as a Training
Specialist in charge of developing management training programs. Kathy completed
her M.Ed. as a Reading Specialist in the
summer of 1988 at Abilene Christian
University. Their address is 102 Albacore
Avenue, Galveston, 77550.

Class

of'82

Wayne Ard (BBA) was among the 100
outstanding young Texans in attendance at
the second annual John Shepperd Forum
on Public Leadership and the Issues of
Texas, conducted September 30-0ctober 2 at
the University of Texas at Austin. Ard is an
insurance agent for Ard-Knox Insurance in
Richardson. The invitational forum is sponsored by the Texas Jaycees and the University of Texas Permian Basin.
** *

Jane Green Buford (BA) holds the M.A.
degree in Elementary Education. She
teaches sixth grade in the public schools,
Springfield, Mo. Her husband, Robert Jr., is
store manager of Furniture Factory Outlet.
They. reside with their daughter, Kathryn
Ashley, at 1544 West Whiteside,
Springfield, 65807.
***

Charles Savage (BA) graduated from
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio, in June with
an M.M. degree in composition. His thesis
project was a flute concerto. Charles' composition, "Short Symphony for Wind
Ensemble;' was premiered on March 17,
1988, by the Philo High School. Charles is
employed by the Franklin Local Schools as
a substitute teacher and is a freelance composer. His current address is 110 Parkwood
Avenue, South Zanesville, 43701.

Thirty-three students and faculty sponsors Harry and Joy Oliver and Don and Lynn England prepare to leave for HUF. The group will experience study and
travel in Europe as part of their educational pursuits.

Jamie P. McCoy (BA) works as a Federal
Express courier and part-lime preacher at a
small local congregation. He and his wife,
Sheila, have three children: Nalhan, 4, Eric,
2, and Racel, born November 17. Jamie has
recently been appointed to the Board of
Directors at Northeast Ohio Christian Youth
Camp in Lisbon, Ohio. The family lives at 8
Hazelwood Drive, Wheeling, W. Va. 26003.

Class

of'83

Darlene Ann Vail (BS) works for The
Godfrey Group as graphic designer and
typesetter, Raleigh, N.C. She makes her
home at 3210 OctaVia Street, Raleigh,
27606.
***

Beverly Louise Bearden (BA) holds the
M.S.E. degree from the University Of Central
Arkansas. She is a kindergarten teacher in
the public schools, Grand Prairie, Texas. Her
address is 2421 South Carrier #1722, Grand
Prairie, 75051.

***

***

Janet Price Montgomery is a
housewife and mother. Her husband, David,
is auditing CPA with Heard, McElroy and
Vestel CPA Firm. The couple lives with
their three children - Davey, Jordan and
Jonathan - at 5015 Kenilworth, Bossier City, La. 71II2.

CyntbJa Garner (BA) received the
M.S.E. degree from Henderson State University and is special education/ resource
teacher in the public schools, Magnolia,
Ark. She resides at Route 5, Box 500,
Magnolia, 71753.

James H. "Jay" Perdue (BA) is
employed with Rome Advertising, Inc. as
creative director, Collierville, Tenn. His wife,
Lisa, is a senior at Memphis State University, studying graphic design and illustration.
The couple resides at 5275 Cambridge Station Court, Memphis, 38115.
***

Scott Tennyson (BBA) was promoted to
vice president of First Federal Savings &
Loan Association in Harrison, Ark. He is a
graduate of the Dale Carnegie course and
the Dale Carnegie Management Seminar.
Scott and his wife, the former Sandy
Trammell (BS), have one son, Eric, age 2,
and they are members of the Bellefonte
Church of Christ, where Scott serves as a
deacon. They reside at Route 2, Box 295,
Harrison, 72601.
***

Gigl Jeaninne Wood (BS) is a doctor of
osteopathic medicine and is interning at
SunCoasl Hospital. Largo, Fla. She will start
her residency in family practice in July. She
lives at 11446 137th Street N. Apt. 104·C,
Largo, 34644.

Class

of '84

Larry A, Shay is employed at Arkansas
Nuclear One as auxiliary operator,
Russellville, Ark. He is listed in Outstanding

Young Men of America. He is married to
the former Jeri Ann Massia (BA '82) and
they live at 201 East H Place, Russellville,
72801.

***

Wesley Hamm
(BSN) was promoted
to Captain September
22, 1988. He and his
wife, the former
Cheryl Jinkerson
('83), and daughter,
Emily, moved to Oklahoma City, Okla. in
January, where he began his assignment with the 552nd AWACS
Squadron at Tinker AFB.
***

Sara Lynn Stiesmeyer Cooper (BSN)
works as a registered nurse on the skilled
nursing facil ity unit at Charles E. SlIlI
Osteopat hic Hospital in Jefferson City, Mo.
Her husband, Brent (BA). teaches the
junior/senior high mentally retarded '
students in the Eugene, Mo., public schools.
Their address is 109 East Haven, Jefferson
City, 65109.
** *

Robyn Kimberly Ransom (BS) teaches
seventh grade home economics in the
public schools, Zoarville, Ohio. She makes
her home at 703 North Thscarawas Avenue, >
#4, Dover, 44622.
:::
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Melinda Denlse HiIlls Thoxel (SA) is a
special education teacher in the public
schools, SI. Peters, Mo. Her husband, Jim
(BBA '88), is an accountant with Cercom
Cable and Associates, Inc. The couple lives
at 404 Fire Tree, O'Fallon , 63366.

David Alan Stills (BA) is attending
medical school in Little Rock at the University of Arkansas College of Medicine. He
received distinguished honors while training
in the Arkansas Army National Guard. He
is married to the former Kelley DuVall
(,87), who is attending Harding University.
They reside at 111 South Booker #1, Little
Rock, 72205.

***

Keith Daniel Hodges (BBA) is
employed with Sara Lee Sausage Division
as systems analyst, Memphis, Tenn. His
wife, the tormer Lucinda White (BBA '86),
is an elementary teacher. The couple makes
therr home at 220 Panamint Drive, Antioch,
37013.

***

Sara Stevens Carter (BS) serves as
secretary for the Sixth and Izard Church of
Christ, Little Rock, Ark. Her husband,
Michael (BA '85), is nursery yard manager
at Lakewood Gardens. They live at 308
Texas Avenue, North Little Rock, 72118.

***

Randy Woroock attends the Universi ty
of Arkansas at Little Rock, where he is
working toward a degree in electronic
engineering. He also works at Thompson
Electric, Inc. as electrical foreman,
Mabelvale. His wife is the former Jana Sue
Yates (BA '87), who is sales associate with
Elizabeth Arden Cosmetics at Dillard's Dept.
Store, Little Rock. The couple makes their
home at 201 North Fillmore, Apt. 2, Little
Rock, 72205.

....

Alan K. Walters (BA) is in the U.S.
Navy. His address is P.O. Box 533 NAS,
Barbers Point, Hawaii 96862.
***

Jere Matthews (BBA) of Hot Springs
Village, Ark. has been named general
manager of Gary Thorson Furniture and Interiors and vice president of sales for Gary
Thorson Furniture, Inc. His wife is the
former Kristi Thorson (BBA '86), a branch
officer and manager with Union National
Bank of Little Rock.

Class of

'85

Sondra Kaye Smith Park teaches sixth
grade in the public schools in Everman,
Texas. Her husband, Mike, is a pilot with
Southwest Airlines. The couple makes their
home at 503 Northmeadow Drive, Arlington, 76011.
***

Billie Albany Scroggins (BS) teaches at
Alabama Christian Academy, Montgomery,
Ala. Her husband, Wendell, is a civil draftsman with Professional Engineering Consultants. The couple's address is 5688 Eddins Road, Apt. G, Montgomery, 36117.
** ..

J. Scott Vaughn (BBA) is an accountant
with Pennzoil Co., Houston, Texas. He
resides at 14515 Wunderlich, Apt. 1819,
Houston, 77069.

.. * ..

~

Suzanne Frandolig McCormick (BBA)
4: received the J.D. degree in 1988 from the

Class of
Former NFL quarterback Fran Tarkenton discusses success in business as a part of Harding's American
Studies Institute lecture series for /988-89.

University of Arkansas School of Law. She
is a tax accountant with Peat Marwick Mai n
& Co., Little Rock, Ark. Her husband, Warren, is deputy prosecuting attorney in the
Pulaski County Prosecuti ng Attorney's office. Thei r address is P.O. Box 55013, Little
Rock, Ark. 72225.
***

Shelli Green 'Niblock (BS) is assistant
dietitian with SI. Vincent's Infirmary
Medical Center, Little Rock, Ark. Her husband, Greg, is an attorney with Patton &
Brown Law Firm. They live with their
daughter, BTittney. at 102 15 Laddie Drive,
Mabelvale, 72103.
***

Jeffery A. Moon (BBA) is employed
with Electronic Data Systems as computer
operator, Pontiac, Mich. His wife, the former
Barbie Smith (,80), is accounting specialist
with Electronic Data Systems. They reside
with their two daughters, Megan and Melissa,
at 2650 Simpson, Rochester Hills, 48309.
***

D. Grant Smith is a student at the
University of Louisville. He also serves as
pulpit minister for a congregation of 60 peo·
pie. His wife, Sara, is a third-grade teacheT
in the publ ic schools. Their address is 61
Tunnel Hill Church Road, Elizabethtown,
Ky. 42701.
***

Tracy Pillow McLeod is an accountant
with ITP Boston, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.
Her husband, James Edward, is a mechanic
with Boston Steel. The couple resides at
240 Belmont Street, 1<33, Malden, 02 148.

Class of

'86

Charles V. Combs (BBA) is employed
with c.V's Foodliner, Inc. as general
manager, Ozark, Ark. He and his wife,
Ann , live-at 812 North 13th, Apt. 3, Ozark,
72949.
***

Lee Anne Exum Russell (BA) is
kindergarten teacher at Ezell-Harding Christian School, Antioch, Tenn. Her husband,
Craig (BA) is kinder8arten teacher at EzellHarding Christian School, Antioch, Tenn.
Her husband, Craig (BBA), is loan officer
with Credithrift of America. The couple
lives at 630 Bell Road, #118, Antioch,
37013.
***

Gregory W. Dollins (BBA) is employed
with Calvin Mitchell, Inc., as marketing
director, Searcy. His wife, the former
Kimberly Rowland (BSW '85), works with
the Searcy Psychiatric Clinic as case
manager for the chronically mentally ill.
They reside with daughter, Katie, at #28
Westgate, Searcy, 72143.
***

Kimberly Dawn Hughes Billingsley
(BS) is attending the Lawrence Institute of
Technology. She is also food service
manager at Paragon Management, Redford,
Mich. Her husband, Keith, is assistant head
cashier at Kroger Company, Warren. Their
address is 25515 Lincoln Terrace Drive,
#102, Oak Park, 48237.

Rick Kee is a manager trainee with Mazzio's Pizza, Little Rock, Ark. His wife, Peggy,
is a substitute teacher in the Cabot School
System. They reside at 112 North 8th Street ,
Apt. 0, Cabot, 72023.
Lori Pryor (BA) is catering manager
with the Little Rock Club management
team . Her business address is First Commercial Bldg., Capitol and Broadway, Suite
1559, Little Rock, Ark. 72201.
***

Cheryl Ann Carmical Rosenbaum
(SA) is an elementary teacher in the public
schools, Rogers, Ark. She is listed in
Outstanding Young Women of Amenca. Her
husband, Ken, is employed with lYson
Foods, Inc. as food technologist . Their address is 502 Hinshaw, Springdale, 72764.
* ••
Yvonne Young Capece (BBA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Craig, is a vice
president for Tektronix Corp. They reside
with their son, Craig Stan ley II, at 2850
Spring Meadow Court, Indianapolis, Ind.
46268.
***

T. Kyle Reeves
(BA) has been appointed to the staff of
Ohio Valley College
as director of communication services. He
is teaching speech
and mass communications and is producing two television
programs in the col/ege's studio. Before going to ove, Reeves was chief photographer
for the Plorida News Network and was a
general photographer for WFSB-TY, a CBS
affiliate.
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David Alan Stills (BA) is attending
medical school in Li tLle Rock at the University of Arkansas College of Medicine. He
received distinguished honors while training
in the Arkansas Army National Guard. He
is married to the former Kelley DuVall
(,87), who is attending Harding University.
They reside at III South Booker #1, Little
Rock, 72205.
***
Sara Stevens Carter (BS) serves as
secretary for the Sixth and Izard Church of
Christ, Little Rock, Ark. Her husband,
Michael (BA '85), is nursery yard manager
at Lakewood Gardens. They live at 308
Texas Avenue, North Little Rock, 72118.
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Charles V. Combs (SSA) is employed
with c.V:s Foodliner, Inc. as general
manager, Ozark, Ark. He and his wife,
Ann. Iive-at 812 North 13th, Apt. 3, Ozark,
72949.

•••

Lee Anne Exum Russen (SA) is
kindergarten teacher at Ezell-Ha rding Christian School, Antioch, Tenn . Her husband,
Craig (BA) is kindergarten teache r at EzellHarding Christian School, Antioch, Tenn .
Her husband, Craig (BBA), is loan officer
with Credithrift of America. The couple
lives at 630 Bell Road, #r118, Anti6ch,
37013.

••

Gregory W. Dollins (BBA) is employed
with Calvin Mitchell . Inc .• as marketing
director, Searcy. His wife, the former
Kimberly Rowland (BSW '85), works with
the Searcy Psychiatric Clinic as case
manager for the chronically mentally ill.
They reside with daughter, Katie, at #28
Westgate, Searcy, 72143 .

***
Kimberly Dawn Hughes Billingsley
(BS) Is attending the Lawrence Institute of
Technology. She is also food service
manager at Paragon Manageme nt, Redford ,
Mich. Her husband, Keith, is assistant head
cashier at Kroger Company, Warren. Their
address is 25515 Lincoln Terrace Drive,
#102, Oak Park, 48237.

of '87

Rick Kee is a manager trainee with Mazzio's Pizza, Little Rock, Ark. His wife, Peggy,
is a substitute teacher in the Cabot School
System. They reside at 112 North 8th Street,
Apt. 0, Cabot, 72023.
***
Lori Pryor (BA) is catering manager
with the Little Rock Club management
team . Her business address is First Commercial Bldg., Capitol and Broadway, Suite
1559, Little Rock, Ark. 72201.

***
Cheryl Ann Carmical Rosenbaum
(SA) is an elementary teacher in the public
schools, Rogers, Ark. She is listed in
Outstanding Young Women of America. Her
husband, Ken. is employed with Tyson
Foods, Inc. as food technologist. Their address is 502 Hinshaw, Springdale, 72764.
** *
Yvonne Young Capece (BBA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Craig, is a vice
president for Tektronix Corp. They reside
with their son, Craig Stanley II, at 2850
Spring Meadow Court, Indianapolis, Ind.
46268.
***
T. Kyle Reeves
(BA) has been appointed to the staff of
Ohio Valley College
as director of communication services. He
is teaching speech
and mass communications and is producing two television
programs in the college's studio. Before going to OVC, Reeves was chief photographer
for the Florida News Network and was a
general photographer for WFSB.:rV, a CBS
affiliate.

Valorie Annette Campbell Robertson
is a hairstylist with Unique Impressions,
Jonesboro, Ark. Her husband, Tony, is
employed with Kreuger. The couple makes
their home at 1620 Caraway Road, Apt. 8,
Jonesboro, 72401.
***
Anne Plaster Rell (BA) is a
homemaker. Her husband, Michael, is a
buyer with Concordia Publishing House.
They reside at 2377 Ida, Arnold, Mo. 63010.
***
Lana Harris Holt is a registered dental
hygieniSt. She is a member of the Arkansas
Dental Hygienist Association. Her husband,
Todd, is a sales representative with Maltingly's at Jonesboro, Ark. The cou ple lives at
828 Sou th Caraway, #5-H, Jonesboro, 72401.
***
Max Koonce II (SSA) is a second-year
law student in Little Rock, Ark. He is a law
clerk with Robinson, Staley & Marshall Law
Firm. He is married to the former Rebecca
Jouett (BBA '86), who is an internal accountant with Baird, Kurtz & Dobson, CPA.
Their address is 301 Kingsrow Drive, #315,
Little Rock, 72207.
***
W. Todd Hunter (BBA) is a supervisor
with Wal-Mart Distribution Center, Searcy.
He and his wife, Cindy, have a daughter,
Marideth Jean, born October 8, 1988. The
family lives at 209 South College, Searcy,
Ark. 72143 .

Class

of'88

Joseph Dean Walker (BA) is teacher
and coach at Mars Hill Bible School,
Florence, Ala. He is married to the former
Laurie Priest (BA '87), who is also a
teacher at Mars Hill Bible School. The couple resides at 1912 North Beechwood,
Florence, 35630.
***
Bradley A. Carter (BME) is music director at Greater Atlanta Christian Schools,
McDonough, Ga. He is married to the
former Jo Anna Pearce (BA '86), who is a
kindergarten teacher at Greater Atlanta
Christian Schools. Their address is 100
Meadowlark Drive, McDonough. 30253.
***
William F. Baker (BBA) is an accountant with Xetron Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio. He
is married to the former Dro Denham
(BBA '86), who is an accountant with
Domaschko, Grear & C.• Cincinnati. They
live at 7664 Catawba Lane #11, Florence,
Ky. 41042.
***
James L. Mayes (BA) is a special education teacher in the high school at Tuckerman , Ark. His address is P.O. Box 723,
Tuckerman, 72473.

Dana Claudette Stanley (BBA) is
employed with Kahan, DeMatoff and Fiese
as staff accountant in the litigation department, Sherman Oaks, Calif. She lives at
24430 West Nicklaus Drive, L-4, Valencia,
91355.
***
Dewayne Smith (BBA) is employed with
A1&T as systems analyst. He is married to
the former Emily Waits (BBA '86), who
works for Mon Petit Chou , a jewelry and accessory shop, in customer service. The couple makes their home at 680 Glenairy
Drive, Atlanta, Ga. 30328.
***
David M. Hallam (BA) is a graduate student at Harding University. He and his wife,
Sharon, receive their mail at Box 320, Station A, Searcy, Ark. 72143.
***
Jon Partlow (BA) serves as youth
minister for the Willow Avenue Church of
Christ in Cookeville, Tenn. He and his wife,
Lucille, live at 204 North Whitney,
Cookeville, 38501.
***
Harry D. "Bud" Henry, Jr. (BSW) is
serving in the U.S. Army as behavior
science specialist. He is married to the
former JuUe Thweatt (SA '87) and their
address is 1315 East Mulberry, Apt. 29, San
Antonio, Texas 78209.

Marriages
Steven Carroll Parrett (BA '88) to Suzi
Shipp ('90) November 5 in Little Rock. Ark.
Steven is a TV news reporter at WOLO/ABC
Channel 25, Columbia, S.c. They reside at
1200 st. Andrews Road, Columbia, 29210.
***
James Lee Mayes (BA '88) to Joanna
Harrelson December 31, in Searcy. James is
a special education teacher at Tuckerman
High School, Tuckerman, Ark. Their address
is P.O. Box 723, Tuckerman, 72473.
***
Mary Clinton Pyne (BA '88) to David
Kim Smelser ('89) November 24 in
Frederick, Md. David is a student at the
University of Maryland, Baltimore County,
and Mary is a first-grade teacher in the
Frederick County School System. The couple resides at 7138 Canterbury Court.
Frederick, 21701.

* .. *
Wanda Pinkerton (BS '76) to Rodney
Gooden (SA '81) January 1 in Searcy. Wanda is employed as the administrator of Searcy Children's Home. Rodney is employed
wi th Wal-Mart Distribution Center.
***
Jeanne Stewart (SA '83) to Brent Stoker>
October 15 in Nashville, Tenn. Brent is

t;

Marriages (Con'd.)
advertising and promotion manager for
WSM radio. Their address is 2221 Belmont
Blvd., Nashville, 37212 .

•••

Theron Lowell Isaacs (BSA '88) to
Melanie Ann Rose May 28 in Batesville,
Ark.

•••

Elizabeth RocheUe Shaddox (SA '83)
to Gary Nash Brown December 17 in Harrison, Ark. The bride is employed wi th
Metro Christian School. Gary is employed
with O.K. Foods in Fort Smith . The couple
resides at 1302 Albert Pike "'0, Fort Sm ith,
72904.

•••

Denise Smith (BBA '86) to Lance
Thomas Martin January 14. Denise is an accountant for SFLIC Receivership for First
South Bank. Lance is an internal auditor for
ARKLA, Inc.
***

Rebecca Ann King (BA '88) to Michael
Lee Hupp (BA '88) December 3 in Monticello, Ark.
***

Tina Diane Mason (BBA '88) to PaulO.
Galloway November 19 in Conway, Ark.
***

Roby n L. Robertson (BA '85) to John
M. Cronin June 25. John is in the Air
Force, stationed at Little Rock Air Force
Base in Jacksonville, Ark. Robyn is a second grade teacher in the public schools.
The couple resides at 4710 Sam Peck Road,
Apt. 1204, lillie Rock, 722 12.
***

Marty Kathryn Green ('80) to Patrick W.
Garrett May 21 in Charlotte, N.C. Mary is a
client services representative with Standard
Computer Systems, Wilson. Her husband is
a radio personalily. The couple lives at
5800-B Nottoway Court, Raleigh, 27609.

•••

Debra Sue Lape (BA '88) to Toby
Taylor (BS '88) June 25 in Utica, N.Y. Debbie is employed with Harding University as
operator in the Administrat.ive Computer
Center. Toby is a lab technician for Richardson Testing Laboratories and lab assistant in
the Harding University PhYSical Science
Department. They reside at 1700 East Park,
Apt. 32, Searcy, 72143.
***

Kathy Robison (SA '79) to Srad Riffel
December 10 in Little Rock, Ark. Brad is a
manager of Affiliated Food Stores and attends the University of Arkansas at Little
Rock.
***

Vanessa Lynn Stormes (BBA '82) to
Andrew Jackson Lazarus December 3 in Lit=!> tie Rock , Ark. Vanessa is employed as
~ manager of Letter Express in Little Rock.

•

The groom is an architect with Blass,
Chilcote, Carter & Wilcox in Little Rock.

.. **
Jana Sue Yates (SA '87) to RandaU

Scott Wornock ('84) December 9 in Brentwood, Tenn. The bride is employed with
Dillard's Department Store in Little Rock,
Ark. The groom is employed with Thompson Electric Co. in Little Rock.

....

Joselyn Suzanne Frandolig (BBA '85)
to Warren Austin McCormick December 3
in Little Rock, Ark.

Arlin Glenn Hendrix (SA '70) to
Pamela Whitesell Brooks December 10 in
SL Louis, Mo. The Hendrixes have four
children: Jana and Karen Hendrix (12 and 9)
and Daniel and Nathan Brooks (6 and 4).
Arlin and Pamela will return to France
where Arli n has been a missionary for 13
years. Pamela served as a missionary with
the church in Geneva, Switzerland, for two
years. The Hendrix fam ily will reside at: 9,
rue Paul Gaugujn - 69330 Meyzieu,
Fra nce.

***

Jeanne E. Stewart (BA '83) to Brent
Stoker October 15. Brent is advertisi ng and
promotion manager for WSM Raruo, and
Jeanne is news assignment ed itor for
WTVF.:rV.
.. **

Lows Don Ferren (BS '83) to Kathy
Marian Qualls December 17 in Newbern,
Tenn . The bride is a comptroller for Capital
City Colleges in Little Rock, Ark. The
groom is a senior programmer analyst for
the Department of Human Services.
***

Kirsten Eckerberg (BA '85) to Melvin
Fish December 29. She is in the military.

*...

Nancy Ann Norwood (BA '84) to Cary
Don Calhoun (BBA '87) December 17 in
WiOCahachie, Texas.
***

Ann Louise Callicott to Charles Van
Combs (BBA '86) December 16 in Searcy.
***

Rick Kee ('86) to Peggy Sue Powers
December 17 in Pocahontas, Ark.
***

Births
Son, Daniel, to David (SA '83) and Cathy
Payne July 24.
***

Daughter, Lindsey Rose. to Mack ('87)
and Rose Harkness ('89) Overton June
19. Mack is in avionics commu nications,
serving in the U.S. Air Force. The family's
address is Kings Court, Lot 18, R.R. 5, Peru,
Ind. 46970.
***

Son, Kyle Andrew, to Andrew (SA '84)
and Kim Kirk (SA '83) Westbrook
September 15. Andy is a fi nancial systems
analyst with Enserch Exploration , Inc., in
Dallas, and Kim is a homemaker. Their address is 1918 Sage Drive, Garland, Texas
7504 0.
***

Daughter, Kerre Nichole, to Jeff and Jo
Danner (BSW '83) Shrable December 26.
Jeff is owner/operator of Sbrable Dairy
Farm. Jo teaches fi rst grade in the public
schools. The family's address is Rou te 2.
Box 420, Seymour, Mo. 65746.

Joanna Leigh Harrelson to James Mayes
(SA '88) December 31 in Searcy.
***
Stephen Land (BA '86) to Amy Nan
Dillon December 31 in Natchez, Miss. The
bride is a graduate of Mississippi College
** ..
wi th a degree in nursing. She is employed
Daughter, Mary Caitlin, to R. Douglas
by South MiSSissippi Home Health in Nat(BS '73) and Uane HaU (BA '74) Tanksley
chez. The groom is an assistant manager of
March 25, 1987. She is welcomed by her
the Wal-Mart store in Jackson, Miss.
brother, Ethan, 8, and sister, Jordan. 5. The
***
family resides at 2 Allyn Lane, Gales Ferry,
Anita Lynn Kerr (BA '68) to Jeffrey
Conn. 06335.
Cohen (SA '84) December 17 in Memphis,
•••
Tenn. The bride attends Memphis State
Son, David Thomas, to Lynn and Renee
University and the groom works lor Federal Sigman (SA '80) Williams July 16. He has
Express. The couple's address is 1000
a big brother, Benjamin Andrew. Lynn and
Cherry Road, Memphis, 38117.
Renee are both attorneys and partners in
the
law firm of Hickam and Williams. The
***
family lives at 114 Talmadge Place, Hot
T. Dirk Smith (BA '86) to Wendy K.
Springs, Ark. 71 9]3.
Lisle December 10. The bride is from
••
Amarillo, Texas, and is a student at Harding
Son, Joanlhan Marvin, to Marvin ('89)
University. She also works at Curtis
and Tammy Carter ('85) Tapp December
Kindergarten. Dirk is employed with
16. His big sister is Meghan.
Harding University in the Admissions Of•••
iice. The couple resides at 100 North Locust
Twins - Brian Haley and Brandon Jay, to
Street, Searcy, Ark. 72143.
Jay (BBA '87) and Teresa Harriman

January 6 in Miami, Fla. The family's address is 900 H Constitution Drive,
Homestead, Fla. 33034.

13. Joham
ford UnivE
Street, Rae

***

Son, Alan Richard, to John (BBA '85)
and Karen Hodnett (BA '84) Cherry October 12. They live at 4264 Patrick Trace,
Norcross, Ga. 30092.
***

Son, Logan Douglas, to G. Randy (BS
'76) and Becky Riley (BA '76) Mulvaney
September 10, 1987. He joins brothers, Connor, 7 and Pierce, 3. The family lives at
18311 Cape Bahamas, Houston, Texas
77058, where Randy is financial vice president and CPA for National Brand Shoes and
Becky is a homemaker.
***

Daughter, Karen Jacqueline, to David
(BSA '83) and Lori Watson (BBA '82) Hill
September 11, 1988. The family's address is
82 Kelmar Avenue, Frazer, Pa. 19355.
***

Son, Jared Collin, to Wesley (BA '79) and
Danita Davis September 13 in Munich,
Germany. They also have a daughter, Alexa,
age 5. Wesley is a captain in the U.S. Air
Force. Their address is HQ MFES-Europe,
Public Affairs, APO New York, 09245.
***

Son, Jayson Kyle, to Kyle ('79) and Jan
Carver ('87) Asbill August 22. Kyle is a
senior accountant with Breazreale, Saunders
and O'Neal, Ltd., a CPA firm. He received
the B.s. degree in 1987 from Mississippi
College, Clinton, Miss. Jan is executive
secretary to the vice president at Ergon,
Inc. They have another son, Justin, and
reside at 404 Post Oak Cove, Madison, Miss.
39110.

***

Daughter, Laura Anne, to David and
Lana Perkins (BA '84) Young July 30.
David is vice president of the Mercantile
Bank. Their address is P.O. Box 211, Rector,
Ark. 72467.
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Son, John Henry III, to John (BS '82)
and Terri Abney ('84) Thee July 29. John
is a dentist in St. Petersburg, Fla. The family resides at 6710 Cardinal Drive South, St.
Petersburg, 33707.
***

Daughter, Meagan Denae, to Steve (BSN
'77) and Pamela Housley (BS '79) Celsor
July 28. Steve has recently accepted a position with Baptist Hospital in Little Rock,
Ark. as head of the Emergency Room. Pam
completed her job as Administrative Assistant to the Vice President of Cockrell Oil
Co. in Houston, Texas, and Pam and
Meagan joined Steve in Little Rock in
January. Their address is 10506 Sapling
Way, Houston, 77031.
***

Son, Alan, to Johann (BA '87) and
Peggy Leonard ('90) Snyman September
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Arlin Glenn Hendrix (BA '70) to
Pamela Whitesell Brooks December 10 in
St. Louis, Mo. The Hendrixes have four
children: Jana and Karen Hendrix (12 and 9)
an~ Daniel and Nathan Brooks (6 and 4),
Arlm and Pamela will return to France
where Arlin has been a missionary for 13
years.. Pame!a served as a miSSionary with
the church m Geneva, Switzerland, for two
years. The Hendrix family will reside at: 9,
rue Paul Gauguin - 69330 Meyzieu,
France.
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Son, Daniel, to David (BA '83) and Cathy
Payne July 24.
*...

January 6 in Miami, Fla. The family's address is 900 H Constitution Drive,
Homestead, Fla. 33034.
• **
Son, Alan Richard, to John (BBA '85)
and Karen Hodnett (BA '84) Cherry October 12, They live at 4264 Patrick Trace,
Norcross, Ga. 30092.
.**
Son, Logan Douglas, to G. Randy (BS
'76) and Becky RUey (BA '76) Mulvaney
September 10, 1987. He joins brothers, Connor, 7 and Pierce, 3, The family lives at
18311 Cape Bahamas, Houston, Texas
77058, where Randy is financial vice president and CPA for National Brand Shoes and
Becky is a homemaker.

....

Daughter, Karen Jacqueline, to David
(BBA '83) and Lori Watson (BBA '82) Hill
September II , 1988. The family's address is
82 Kelmar Avenue. Frazer, Pa. 19355.

....

Son, Joanthan Marvin, to Marvin ('89)
and Tammy Carter ('85) Tapp December
16. His big sister is Meghan.

Son, Jared CoUin, to Wesley (SA '79) and
Danila Davis September 13 in Munich,
Germany. They also have a daughter, Alexa,
age 5. Wesley is a captain in the U.S. Air
Force. Their address is HQ AAFES-Europe,
Public Affairs, APO New York, 09245.
*...
Son, Jayson Kyle, to Kyle ('79) and Jan
Carver ('87) Asbill August 22. Kyle is a
senior accountant with Breazreale, Saunders
and O'Neal , Ltd. , a CPA firm . He received
the B.S. degree in 1987 from Mississippi
College, Clinton, Miss, Jan is executive
secretary to the vice president at Ergon,
Inc. They hilVe another son, Justin, and
reside at 404 Post Oak Cove, Madison, Miss.
39110.
***
Daughter, Laura Anne, to David and
Lana Perkins (SA '84) Young July 30.
David is vice president of the Mercantile
Bank. Their address is P.O, Box 211, Rector,
Ark. 72467.
***
Son, John Henry HI, to John (BS '82)
and Terri Abney ('84) Thee July 29. John
is a dentist in St. Petersburg, Fla. The famiIy resides at 6710 Cardinal Drive South, St.
Petersburg, 33707.
**.
Daughter, Meagan Denae. to Steve (BSN
'77) and Pamela Housley (BS '79) Celsor
July 28. Steve has recently accepted a posi·
tion with Baptist Hospital in Little Rock,
Ark. as head of the Emergency Room. Pam
completed her job as Administrative Assistant to the Vice President of Cockrell Oil
Co. in Houston, Texas, and Pam and
Meagan joined Steve in Little Rock in
January. Their address is 10506 Sapling
Way, Houston, 77031.

Twins - Brian Haley and Brandon Jay to
Jay (BBA '87) and Teresa Harriman
'

Son, Alan, to Johann (BA '87) and
Peggy Leonard ('90) Snyman September

Daughter, Lindsey Rose, to Mack ('87)
and Rose Harkness ('89) Overton June
19. Mack is in avionics communications
serving in the U.S. Air Force. The famil};'s
address is Kings Court, Lot 18, R.R. 5, Peru,
Ind. 46970.
.. **
Son, Kyle Andrew, to Andrew (BA '84)
and Kim Kirk (BA '83) Westbrook
September 15. Andy is a financial systems
analyst with Enserch Exploration, Inc., in
Dallas, and Kim is a homemaker. Their address is 1918 Sage Drive, Garland, Texas
75040.
.. **
Daughter, Kerre Nichole, to Jeff and Jo
Danner (BSW '83) Shrable December 26.
Jeff is owner/operator of Shrable Dairy
Farm. Jo teaches first grade in the public
schools. The family's address is Route 2,
Box 420, Seymour, Mo. 65746.
***
Daughter, Mary Caitlin, to R. Douglas
(BS '73) and Liane Hall (BA '74) Tanksley
March 25, 1987. She is welcomed by her
brother, Ethan, 8, and sister, Jordan,S. The
family resides at 2 Allyn Lane, Gales Ferry,
Conn. 06335.

....

Son, David Thomas, to Lynn and Renee
Sigman (BA '80) Williams July 16. He has
a big brother, Benjamin Andrew. Lynn and
Renee are both attorneys and partners in
the law firm of Hickam and Williams. The
family lives at 114 Talmadge Place, Hot
Springs, Ark. 71913.

.....

•••

•••

13. Johann is doing graduate work at Radford University. Their address is 213B First
Street, Radford, Va, 24141.

•••

Daughter, Jennifer Marie, to Kenneth
('67) and Kay Word (BA '70) Mills October
14 in Fort Smith, Ark. Jennifer has a sisler,
Rebecca, who is 5 years old. The family
resides at Route I, Box 273, Rudy, 72952 .

.....

music teacher with the public schools, The
family's address is 2313 Ridgewood, Sherman, Texas 75090.
.**
Son, Tasuya, to Kiyoshi and Shlnobu Ot·
sub (AA '81) Furukawa September 19,
Kiyoshi works for Nihon Unisys at the UIsunomiya office. Their address is Nozawa
Co-op 101-1977-4 Tsurutamachi Utsunomiya·
shi 320, Japan.

Daughter, Lindsey Leigh, to Gary and

.... *

Brenda Hobbs (BA '83) Dowdy June 10.

Daughter, Lauren Victoria, to James ('80)
and Jennifer Boustead (BSN '81) Bristol
May 19. James is an attorney for Johnson
and Swanson, a corporate law firm in
Dallas, Texas. Jennifer is working at
Presbyterian Hospital in "kid med;' a
daycare program for sick children. The
family lives at 6207 Crested Butte Drive,
Dallas, 75252.

....

Daughter, Jessica Leigh, to Greg (BBA
'87) and Cindy Robinson (BBA '86)
Barry June 5. Greg is in purchase and
sales at Morgan Keegan. Cindy is a
homemaker. The family resides at 851
Freeman, Memphis, Tenn. 38122.
•• *
Daughter, Bethany Rose, to Andy (CCP
'85) and Roslyn May (BA '85) Miller
November 3 in Manhattan, Kan. They live
at 1216 East Marlatt Avenue, Manhattan,
66502.

....

Daughter, Marissa Beth, to Wimon and

Rosalina Tipton (BA '78) Walker October
26. She joins Martin Andrew, 4, and
Marcella Celeste, 2. They have been missionaries in Botswana since 1985. The famiIy's address is P.o. Box 31, Shakawe,
Botswana, Africa.
.*.
Daughter, Katie Sue, to Scott (BBA '86)
and Terri Bowman ('85) Miller November
20. They reside at 1008 Elk Run, Imperial,
Mo. 63052.
.**
Daughter, Rachel Rebecca, to David (CCP
'86) and Robbyn Kinningham ('89) Cade
October 5.

....

Son, Easton Scott, to Scott (BA '87) and
Jill Shipman (BA '85) Valentine October
28.

•••

Daughter, Rachel Elizabeth, to Dave and
Teresa Romine ('82) Pallotti December 8.

.*.

Son, Lucas Reed, to Rob (BBA '83) and
Sherry Reed (AA '83) Nossaman October
20.

....

Daughter, Regan Renee, to David
(BA '84) and Kay Wilson (BBA '81) Red·
ding July 22 . David is a tennis professional
at Northwood Club in Dallas, Thxas. Kay is
administrative assistant to the managing
partner at Trammell Crow Co. The family
resides at 2625 Strother Drive, Garland,
Texas 75044.

•••

Daughter, Leah Holly, to David and
Melinda Simp SOD (BA '8]) Davenport
December 3. David is an electrical engineer
with Texas Utilities Electric Co. Melinda is a

... *
Daughter, Chelsea Lynne, to Melvin
(BSN '82) and Susan Housley (AA '80)
Hill August 30. Melvin is a captain in the
Air Force and works in the operating room
at Ellsworth Air Force Base Hospital. Their
address is 10001A Spearfish Avenue,
Ellsworth AFB, S.D. 57706.

Sympathy
Our Sympathy To
Mrs. Claudia Pruett (BA '47) in the
death of her husband, Bill W. Petty (BS

'49), January 10, in Higden, Ark. He served
as minister for the church there. He is the
father of Carl Petty (BS '72) of Sandy
Spring, Md., Tish Allison (BA '74) of
Jonesboro, Ark., and Diane Burton (BA
'75) of Cookeville, Tenn .
William and Mary Jo McKnight ('46)
Runge in the death of their son, Paul
William, who died instantly in a car wreck
September 11.
Roy (BA '69) and Sharon Anders (BA
'70) Terry. Their ll-year-son, Nathaniel,
died of cancer January 6 in Mexico, NY.
The family's address is Route 3, Box 143,
Mexico, 13114
Shirley Sisco Vaughn (BA '61) in the
death of her husband, Howard, Jr.,
December 29. Shirley is assistant principal
at Palmer Pillans Middle School, Mobile,
Ala. She lives at 6542 Fox Creek Drive,
Mobile, 36613.
Ferrel o. Mason ('44) of New Orleans,
La., whose father, Fred Orville Mason, of
Morrilton, Ark., died recently.
Carmen Price Stover (BS '45) of St.
Petersburg, Fla. in the death of her mother,
Auda Henderson Price, of Searcy.
Gretchen Hill Copeland (BA '43) in the
death of her brother, Sam P. Hill, Jr. (,54),
December 24 in Collierville, Tenn.

~
....

<:.n

Harding
University
Bookstore

P. O. Box 927 • Station A • SEARCY, ARKANSAS 72143

Hammond Student Center
(501) 268-7840

.,

Your support and purchases help to make
Christian education possible at Hardingl

Bibles
Educational Materials
Bible School Literature
Craft Supplies
Children's Books
Bible Games
Commentaries
Teacher Helps
Records/Tapes
Filmstrips
Flannelgraph
Visual Aids
Reference Books
Bulletin Boards/Ideas
Puppet Books/Puppets
Maps
Communion Ware
Song Books
Baptismal Garments
Tract Racks/Tracts

Class of

Maurine Rhodes KIngsley (SA) is a
retired teacher who does volunteer work
with World Bible School. Her husband J. C.
('36), retired from Pendleton Woolen Mill
in 1978. They reside at 3761 Oriole Drive,
Pocatello, Idaho 83201 .

Sonseeker Safari
(Bible Class Publishers)

God is Love

,
Class of 30

(Gospel Teachers Publications)

Jesus Called Them One by One

Etta Belle J armon CbandJer is retired
from the staff of Lubbock Christian University. She teaches a Wednesday ladies' Bible
class and serves as church librarian. She
resides at Route 2, Box 544, EI Dorado,
Ark. 71730.
***
loyd L. Smith (BA) has published a
biography of 109 gospel preachers, entitled
Gospel Preachers of Yesteryear. A retired
preacher, he and his wife, the former
Be~a Peebles (,60), taught briefly in
Kakmada School of Preaching in Indian and
have made two missionary journeys around
the world. The Smiths' address is P.O. Box
384, Allen, Texas 75002.

(Lambert Book House)

The Bible, God's Guide for Life
(Sweet Publishing Company)

SERVICE
All orders are given person attention and are shipped the same day they are received. If an item is out of stock and
has to be back ordered, it is shipped the same day it is received from our supplier.

TOLL FREE NUMBERS

Class of

1-800-632-4751 (ARKANSAS)
1-800-643-3792 (OUT OF STATE)

SIDRE HOURS
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8:15 a.m. till 4:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m. till noon (Summer 10 a.m. till noon)
Closed

CATAWG
The bookstore is owned and operated
by Harding University and any profits
generated by the bookstore go into the
operating funds of the university. You
are an integral part of our business;
we exist to serve you.

o Please send me a FREE catalog.
o Add me to the mailing list.
Name ________________________________________________
Address

~I~~~=-

•

City, State, Zip
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Bertha Benson Hayes (BA) is a retired
educator. She is a volunteer "pink lady" for
the Seiling Municipal Hospital Auxilary and
is a member of the executive board of New
Horizons Community Counseling and Mental Health Services, Inc. She received New
Horizon'S Outstanding Service Award in .
1985 and was inducted that same year into
Dewey County Historical Society Hall of
Fame. Her husband, Gene ('34), is a retired
gospel preacher and self-employed rancher.
They reside at Route I, Box 98, Canton,
Okla. 73724 .
***
John H. Banister is a semi-retired
gospel preacher. He has preached for 61
years, in 40 U.S. states and 15 foreign countries. He ana his wife, Marybel, live at 6119
Woodcrest, Dallas, Texas 75214 .
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